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ABSTRACT. We discuss the photometric performance and calibration of the Wide Field Planetary Camera 
2 (WFPC2) on the Hubble Space Telescope {HST). The stability and accuracy of WFPC2 photometric 
measurements is discussed, with particular attention given to charge-transfer efficiency (CTE) effects, 
contamination effects in the ultraviolet (UV), and flat-field accuracy and normalization. Observational data 
are presented from both WFPC2 observations and ground observations using a system similar to that flown. 
WFPC2 photometric systems are defined both for the ground and flight systems. Transformations between 
these systems and the Landolt UBVRI system are presented. These transformations are sensitive to details 
in the spectra being transformed, and these sensitivities are quantified and discussed. On-orbit observations 
are used to revise the prelaunch estimates of response curves to best match synthetic photometry results 
with observations, and the accuracy of the resulting synthetic photometry is discussed. Synthetic 
photometry is used to determine zero points and transformations for all of the flight filters, and also to derive 
interstellar extinction values for the WFPC2 system. Using stellar interior and atmosphere models, 
isochrones in the WFPC2 system are calculated and compared with several observations. 

n. INTRODUCTION 

Accurate understanding of photometric performance and 
calibration is required to interpret the data from many obser- 
vations made with the Wide Field Planetary Camera 2 
(WFPC2) on the Hubble Space Telescope {HST). The photo- 
metric performance is affected by a small charge-transfer 
efficiency problem with WFPC2, time-dependent contamina- 
tion which causes loss of UV throughput, and the accuracy 
of flat fields. The photometric calibration of the WFPC2 is 
complicated because the filters used on WFPC2 differ from 
those used for most ground-based work and because of the 
premium on HST observing time which limits the amount of 
on-orbit time available for calibration. 

The basic procedures for reduction of WFPC2 images and 
some discussion of instrument performance has been pre- 
sented by Holtzman et al. (1995, hereafter referred to as 
H95). The current paper concentrates on issues relevant to 
photometric performance and calibration. 

In astronomy, much photometric work is done with refer- 
ence to some established standard photometric system. 
Physical inferences from data are made either from compari- 
son against a large set of observations in this photometric 
system (e.g., comparison of a color-magnitude diagram 
against those of globular clusters of known properties) or by 
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using a physical calibration of this system (e.g., determina- 
tion of cluster ages and metallicities by taking physical stel- 
lar models and estimating how physical quantities map into 
the standard system). Both of these processes require calibra- 
tion observations, since a priori knowledge of absolute re- 
sponses of telescopes, filters, and detectors is very difficult to 
obtain accurately. 

We consider three ways in which physical information 
can be drawn from observations with WFPC2. (1) Transform 
WFPC2 magnitudes onto an already well-studied photomet- 
ric system and draw physical inferences on the basis of pre- 
vious work. (2) Accumulate a database of observations in the 
WFPC2 system and make physical inferences based on com- 
parison with these observations. Most likely, a large refer- 
ence set of WFPC2 observations of objects about which 
much is already known will not take place with HST because 
of the premium on observing time; however, it is possible to 
approximate the WFPC2 system from the ground and accu- 
mulate data there. (3) Understand the absolute response of 
WFPC2 and use physical models of the objects being stud- 
ied. In practice, all of these approaches will be used, and it is 
important to understand the limitations of each. This paper 
presents calibration data needed for each of these methods, 
and estimates the uncertainties with each. 

Transformations between observed WFPC2 magnitudes 
and those on a standard system will depend on the spectral 
shape of the object being observed; the larger the deviations 
of the WFPC2 response from that of the standard system, the 
more sensitive the transformations will be to differences in 
the underlying spectrum. Because of this, transformations to 
a standard system will only be accurate to the degree to 
which the spectrum of the object matches the spectra of the 
standards used in deriving the transformations. An example 
of this problem might be that photometric transformations 
for stars are dependent on the stellar metallicity; if one ap- 
plies a transformation derived from stars of one composition 
to stars of a different composition, systematic errors might 
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arise. Similar errors might occur for stars with different red- 
denings. For galaxies, the spectra are composite, so transfor- 
mations for stars may not be accurate; if the galaxies are 
redshifted, the spectral differences from zero-redshift stars 
can be quite large. 

An additional complication arises because observations 
must be made of standards over as wide a range of color as 
those objects being studied. Because there is a limit to how 
much time HST spends on calibration, observations are not 
made of many individual standards as an observer would do 
from the ground. Rather, two calibration fields are observed, 
each of which gives a moderate range of color in a single 
field. These fields are located in the outer regions of the 
globular clusters ω Cen and NGC 6752 and were chosen 
long ago for the original WF/PC (Harris et al. 1993). Some 
additional data for calibration is available from observations 
of a few spectrophotometric standards, which are also useful 
for determining the absolute throughput of the camera. How- 
ever, all of these data still only sparsely sample the range of 
stellar colors, metallicities, surface gravities, and reddenings. 

To allow a sampling of more diverse stars, we have ob- 
served the calibration fields from the ground with a detector 
and filters which match the flight system as closely as pos- 
sible. These data are used to determine the differences be- 
tween the flight and ground photometric systems. We also 
used the ground system to observe standard stars with a large 
range of spectral type to determine transformations to a stan- 
dard system applicable over a broad range of colors. Obser- 
vations of standard stars also allow us to define a WFPC2 
photometric system and set the zero points of the new system 
to match magnitudes on the standard system for a specified 
type of star. The ground-based work provides WFPC2 sys- 
tem magnitudes for a set of standard stars, which can be used 
by observers trying to match the WFPC2 system from the 
ground. 

This procedure was performed for the original WF/PC 
broadband filters (Harris et al. 1993, 1991; WF/PC Science 
Verification Report) to get transformations to the Johnson- 
Cousins UBVRI system, as defined by Landolt (1973, 1983, 
1992a, 1992b). The accuracy of this photometric calibration 
was never checked in detail because the errors arising from 
spherical aberration and limited quality flat fields were large. 
In addition, the WFPC2 photometric system differs from that 
of WF/PC because of some different filter bandpasses and 
because the response of the Loral CCDs in WFPC2 differs 
significantly from the TI CCDs in WF/PC. Consequently, in 
this paper we present entirely independent calibration data. 

Observations of ñux standards on-orbit give us informa- 
tion on how best to adjust the instrument/filter throughputs to 
match observations. These can then be used for synthetic 
photometry, and hence for comparison with physical models. 
Synthetic results can be used to extend transformations to 
objects with different spectra than the standard stars (e.g., 
much redder objects, composite spectra, etc.) using spectral 
libraries or model spectra. They are also important for filters 
in which we have not obtained ground calibration data. 

This paper presents data relevant to the photometric per- 
formance and calibration of WFPC2. Section 2 presents data 
on the photometric performance of WFPC2, including 

charge-transfer efficiency (CTE) effects, time dependence of 
throughput in the UV, the accuracy and normalization of flat 
fields, and aperture corrections. In Sees. 3, 4, and 5, we dis- 
cuss three related photometric systems: the WFPC2 ground 
system, defined by observations made with flight spare 
equipment on the ground; the WFPC2 flight system, defined 
by observations made on-orbit; and the WFPC2 synthetic 
system, defined by our best determinations of the absolute 
throughputs of the flight components. Transformations be- 
tween the WFPC2 systems and UBVRI are also presented. 
Section 5 uses the synthetic system to determine the physical 
zero points of the WFPC2 systems, i.e., the conversion from 
observed count rates to erg cm2 s_1. Section 6 uses the syn- 
thetic system along with model atmospheres to estimate the 
dependences of transformations on metallicity, gravity, and 
reddening. Section 7 uses the synthetic system to provide 
data on extinction and reddening in the WFPC2 system. Sec- 
tion 8 presents a comparison of isochrones in the WFPC2 
system with some observations. Section 9 provides a cook- 
book for photometric calibration which summarizes the use 
of much of the information presented in this paper. 

2. WFPC2 PHOTOMETRIC PERFORMANCE 

Before discussing photometric calibration, several issues 
relating to photometric performance and measurements need 
to be addressed. 

2.1 Charge Transfer Efficiency Effects 

The WFPC2 Loral CCDs have a small parallel charge 
transfer efficiency (CTE) problem which causes some signal 
to be lost when charge is transferred down the chip during 
readout. This has the effect of making objects at higher row 
numbers (more charge transfers) appear fainter than they 
would if they were at low row numbers. The effect depends 
on the temperature of the CCDs. At the original temperature 
of —76 0C, stars in the highest rows could lose as much as 
10%-15% of the light within a 0"5 radius aperture. How- 
ever, the CCD operating temperature was changed to -88 C 
on 1994 April 23, and the effect now seems to have a maxi- 
mum amplitude of —4% (see H95). These amplitudes were 
measured from stars with ^1500 total electrons. The bright- 
est stars seem to have a smaller fractional loss, but no large 
differences are seen in CTE losses for stars in the range 2000 
to 20,000 total electrons. Consequently, the effect is not well 
described by either a constant multiplicative or a constant 
additive loss per charge transfer. It is possible that losses for 
fainter stars, at least with no background, may be larger than 
that quoted above. The problem has been reproduced in the 
lab, and lab data in conjunction with on-orbit measurements 
are being used to derive a correction for the effect. The lab 
data suggest that the magnitude of the problem depends on 
the amount of background charge on the chip, such that there 
is significantly less CTE effect in the presence of even a 
moderate (several dozen electrons) background. 

Since a well-tested correction algorithm was not available 
as of the writing of this paper, we have chosen to make a 
simple correction to the data used in this paper. All of the 
frames considered here are short exposures with essentially 
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no background. For data taken at —88 0C, we have applied a 
4% correction ramp to the measured 0"5 radius aperture pho- 
tometry, in the sense that we make objects at row 800 
brighter by 4%, but do not change the brightness of objects 
at row 1. This is the correction inferred from dithered obser- 
vations in ω Cen (H95). It is only an approximate correction 
because the effect depends on stellar brightness and possibly 
on the color and the filter because of differences in the shape 
of the PSF. However, we believe that this correction is accu- 
rate to ^l%-2% for any single observation, and signifi- 
cantly better if many observations spread over the chip are 
considered. For — 76 0C data, we have applied a 12% correc- 
tion ramp, but we have generally avoided use of —76 0C data 
wherever possible, and we consider -76 0C data to have 
larger uncertainties. Our correction is applied to bring mea- 
surements to the values they would have in the absence of 
CTE, or equivalently, the values they would have if measure- 
ments were made at row 1. Thus the calibration we derive 
applies directly to scenes in which CTE is absent (e.g., high 
background levels), but for scenes with low background, a 
CTE correction must be applied before using the calibration 
presented in this paper. 

It is possible that, with little background, the wings of 
stars are more affected by CTE effects than stellar cores. 
Also, in the wings it is difficult, if not impossible, to correct 
for CTE losses because of the low signal level. Conse- 
quently, photometry using large apertures may suffer more 
from significant systematic errors than small aperture pho- 
tometry. These errors could manifest themselves as errors in 
relative magnitudes of bright and faint stars or as errors in 
measurements of stars depending on whether there is back- 
ground present. This effect was considered in our choice of 
optimum aperture to use for the calibration measurements, 
discussed in Sec. 2.5. 

A lack of a comprehensive understanding of CTE effects 
probably accounts for the current largest uncertainties for 
WFPC2 photometry. In particular, we lack direct information 
about the effect of the CTE problems on very faint stars and 
on frames with background light. Our current understanding 
suggests that the CTE problems are caused by electron traps 
in the CCDs which are filled as charge passes through pixels. 
However, not all traps are accessible to all electrons passing 
through: a few traps are only accessible if there is significant 
charge in the pixel. This model suggests that there will not be 
significant CTE losses in the presence of background, par- 
ticularly for faint stars, because background electrons fill the 
traps before stars pass through the pixels. For brighter stars 
there may always be a small loss, regardless of the back- 
ground level. Faint stars in scenes with little background 
may suffer from larger losses, although the absence of a 
trend towards larger losses for fainter stars in an intermediate 
brightness range suggests that this is not necessarily a prob- 
lem. However, all of this needs to be confirmed from actual 
observations, and calibration observations to do so have been 
devised. 

2.2 Time Dependence of Throughput 

The cold CCD windows slowly accumulate contaminants 
which degrade the UV throughput. To minimize the degra- 
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Fig. 1—Time dependence of throughput in the UV. Different panels show 
throughput degradation in magnitudes since the time of the last decontami- 
nation. Different symbols represent the four different chips; filled symbols 
are for -88 0C data, while open symbols are for -76 0C data. The lines are 
fits to the data with slopes given in Table 1. 

dation, the CCDs are warmed approximately once per 
month, a procedure which appears to completely remove the 
contaminants and restore the UV throughput (see H95). To 
characterize the throughput degradation, observations of a 
UV-bright flux standard have been taken twice a month 
through a variety of filters in PCI and WF3, and roughly 
twice a week through the F170W filter in all four chips. Four 
different flux standards have been observed to date: 
BD +75° 325, AGK +81° 266, Grw +70° 5824, and Feige 
110. The first two were only observed early in 1994 when the 
CCDs were at -76 0C; Grw +70° 5824 was observed at 
both temperatures, and Feige 110 at -88 0C only. 

To measure the contamination rate, aperture photometry 
measurements with an 0'.'5 radius aperture were made on all 
the frames after standard reduction. All of the observations 
were roughly corrected for CTE effects as discussed above. 
These data show that the rate of contamination at a given 
temperature appears to be roughly constant from one decon- 
tamination to the next, at least through the first year of ob- 
servations. Consequently, it is possible to correct for the 
throughput degradation. The rate of contamination is larger 
at the current operating temperature of — 88 0C than it was at 
the original — 76 0C temperature. 

Figure 1 plots the observed count rates in UV filters for 
the star Grw +70° 5824 as a function of time since the last 
decontamination. Different symbols represent results for dif- 
ferent chips. Open symbols are for —76 0C data, filled sym- 
bols are for -88 0C data. For both temperatures, data from 
several decontamination cycles are plotted. 
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Table 1 
Contamination Rates 

Filter Chip Temperature Slope 

F170W 

F160W 1 
3 
1 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
3 
1 
3 
1 
3 
1 
3 
1 
3 

F336W 1 
3 
1 

  3 

-76 
-76 

F218W 

F255W 

-76 
-76 

-76 
-76 

-76 
-76 

-76 
-76 

0.0116±0.0005 
0.0174±0.0005 
0.0019±0.0004 
0.0023±0.0004 
0.0072±0.0003 
0.0119±0.0003 
0.0119±0.0003 
0.0102±0.0003 
0.0031±0.0004 
0.0018±0.0004 
0.0054±0.0005 
0.0118±0.0005 
0.0020±0.0004 
0.0011±0.0004 
0.0030±0.0005 
0.0052±0.0005 
0.0020±0.0004 
-0.0001±0.0004 
0.0007±0.0005 
0.0026±0.0005 
0.0012±0.0004 
0.0007±0.0004 

Figure 1 shows there is significant degradation in through- 
put at all UV wavelengths. The rate of degradation differs 
from chip to chip and at the two different CCD temperatures. 
Table 1 presents fits for the degradation of the form: 

m(obs) = m(true) + (iXi, (1) 

where m = —2.5Xlog(DN s_1) is the instrumental magnitude, 
d gives the contamination rate, and t is the time in days since 
the last decontamination. A list of decontamination data was 
presented in H95 and can be obtained from the STScI. These 
fits can be used to roughly correct observed count rates in the 
UV. The degradation is wavelength dependent, so the true 
correction is probably a function of the spectrum of the ob- 
served object; the degradations presented here were mea- 
sured from observations of hot stars. 

It is clear that the contamination rate depends on which 
camera is being used. Most likely there are also variations 
across the field of each individual chip. Analysis of internal 
fiat-field data suggests that the relative variations within each 
chip are roughly a factor of 3-5 lower than the absolute 
variation of the throughput as compared with an "uncon- 
taminated" state (H95), implying variations of up to 10%- 
20% across a chip at the shortest wavelengths after 30 days. 
The chip dependence of throughput degradation has only 
been measured for all four chips in F170W; for the other 
filters, only PCI and WF3 were monitored. If we assume that 
the relative variation between the chips is independent of 
wavelength, we can estimate the degradation rates for all 
filters in WF2 and WF4. Based on the F170W data, we esti- 
mate that the rate of contamination in WF2 is roughly equal 
to that in WF3, and that the rate of contamination in WF4 is 

roughly 1.5 that of PCI. Clearly, these are just estimates, but 
it is likely that these rough corrections can bring most indi- 
vidual UV measurements within a few percent of their 
"true" values. 

Several UV filters (F122M, F185W, and F300W) were not 
part of the monitoring program and thus we have no direct 
data with which we can estimate contamination. However, 
the throughput degradation appears to decrease monotoni- 
cally with wavelength, so at least for F185W and F300W, 
rough contamination rates can be inferred by interpolating 
between observed values in other filters. For F122M, the 
situation is more uncertain. 

At longer wavelengths, no obvious trends with time are 
observed, implying that contamination above 4000 A is less 
than can be easily measured. However, there is some indica- 
tion that there is contamination which can affect visible 
throughput by as much as a few percent in WF3 (see the 
WFPC2 Instrument Handbook, Version 3.0); no such effects 
are seen in PCI, although it is likely that throughput degra- 
dation at the sub-percent level is present. 

The operating temperatures of the WFPC2 CCDs were 
changed on 1994 April 23 from -76 to -88 0C. This was 
motivated by the charge-transfer efficiency problem and by a 
significant growth rate of hot pixels at -76 0C (H95). The 
temperature change improved both of these problems. How- 
ever, the temperature change also probably changed the QE 
of the detectors in the near IR. The exact change is difficult 
to measure because of the concurrent change in CTE prop- 
erties, but we estimate that the QE through F814W was 
higher by -5% (H95) at -76 0C. At F555W, we believe 
there was little change in the QE with the change in tempera- 
ture; at intermediate wavelengths between 6000 and 8000 A, 
there was probably a few percent change. 

2.3 Flat Fields 

To get accurate count rates which are independent of field 
position, flat fields must be applied to the data before photo- 
metric measurements are made. Observed count rates after 
flat fielding depend on the normalization of the flats. For all 
data presented in this paper, the flat fields installed in the 
STScI pipeline in 1994 March were used. The construction 
of these flats is described in H95. All flats were normalized 
to have a mean value of unity in the region 
(200:600,200:600) in WF3. The other chips should be prop- 
erly cross-normalized to reflect any true differences in sensi- 
tivity or gain between the chips (which are generally small). 
As discussed in H95, the flats in the visible region of the 
spectrum are expected to be good to within 1% on small 
scales, and within a few percent on large scales. Flats for the 
UV filters probably have larger errors. 

All flats were constructed using data from the gain =14 
(electronics bay 3) channel. The exact values of the gain 
differ from chip to chip as described in the WFPC2 Instru- 
ment Handbook or the WFPC2 Science Calibration report. 
However, for count rates in DN, differences in the gain be- 
tween chips are removed by flat fielding. A flat-fielded image 
taken with bay 3 of a uniform source will have the same 
count rate in DN s-1 in all chips even if the actual gain 
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values vary slightly from chip to chip, and it will have ap- 
proximately half the count rate of the same source taken with 
gain=7 (bay 4). The noise characteristics will be slightly 
different from chip to chip, but since the gain values are all 
very close to each other, these differences are negligible. Flat 
fielding of images taken with bay 4 is discussed in Sec. 2.4. 

Comparisons of the observed count rates for the spectro- 
photometric standards on each chip after flat fielding provide 
an estimate of the accuracy of the chip-to-chip normalization 
of the flats. In most of the visible wavelength filters, the 
agreement between flat-fielded data in PCI and WF3 is good, 
typically within two percent, although at the longest wave- 
lengths, there is evidence for chip-to-chip normalization er- 
rors reaching nearly five percent. However, the data are lim- 
ited and this result has not been confirmed. 

In the UV, the situation is worse. In F170W, data from all 
four chips have been compared, and there are deviations of 
tens of percent between the observations in different chips, 
even for observations taken immediately after decontamina- 
tions. Variations of this amplitude are not seen in the thermal 
vacuum (TV) test data which were used to construct the on- 
orbit flat fields. Data from PCI and WF3 in other UV filters 
also show significant discrepancies. These chip-to-chip dif- 
ferences are currently not well understood. Some of the UV 
filters have significant red leak which can be field dependent, 
but TV data suggests that this is not the problem for F170W. 
Also, red leak is not expected to contribute a significant 
amount of counts for the blue stars considered here. One 
possibility is that permanent contaminants were deposited at 
some time since TV onto the internal WFPC2 mirrors, with 
different degrees of contamination on the optics for each 
camera. Another possibility is variations in camera through- 
put at the shortest wavelengths in a filter, where the flux 
standards provide maximum count rates, as opposed to the 
longest wavelengths in the filter which may dominate the UV 
light in the flat fields, though even if this is the case, it is 
hard to understand variations as large as those seen. 

If modifications are made to flat fields in the future, they 
may affect the calibration results presented in this paper 
since photometric zero points are tied to the normalization of 
the flat fields. We suggest that if such modifications are 
made, the normalization should be set the same as the current 
flat fields; if so, any changes to the photometric calibration 
data should be small. 

2.3.1 Geometric distortion and flat fields 

Because the WFPC2 cameras have geometric distortion, 
the effective pixel sizes vary across the field of view, both 
within the field of view of each camera, and also between the 
different cameras. Application of flat fields corrects for the 
change in pixel size among all of the WF cameras, because 
less light falls in pixels with smaller areas. Consequently, 
application of flat fields normalizes all WF pixels to have the 
same area. In this process, surface brightnesses are correctly 
preserved, but integrated photometry is corrupted (see dis- 
cussion in H95). Observers who want to measure total 
brightnesses, as opposed to surface brightnesses, need to cor- 
rect measurements made on flat-fielded images for the 
change in pixel size across the field; measurements should be 

multiplied by the ratio of the true pixel area to the normal- 
ized area. The maximum correction reaches about 5% in the 
corners of the images. In addition, the scale varies very 
slightly between the different WF cameras, so there is a very 
small camera-to-camera correction to get correct integrated 
brightnesses between chips. We have chosen the center of 
WF3 to define the nominal pixel area for our photometric 
calibration. 

For the PC, an approximate correction for the different 
pixel areas has been incorporated into the flat fields. Ob- 
served flats in the PC have been multiplied by the ratio of the 
design focal ratios, (28.3/12.9)2, so that the values in the flat 
fields are close to unity. Thus, in the PC, an approximate 
correction has been made to preserve integrated brightnesses, 
but surface brightnesses will not directly match the WF cam- 
eras; e.g., after flat fielding, the sky level is significantly 
lower in the PC. To match surface brightnesses per pixel 
between the PC and the WF chips, the PC frames should be 
multiplied by (28.3/12.9)2. There is distortion within the PC 
camera which causes a variation of pixel area within the PC 
chip, but this variation is removed by flat fielding. To match 
integrated brightnesses between the PC and the WFs, one 
needs to multiply by the ratio of the true pixel areas to the 
design value. 

In summary, if one wishes to measure surface brightness, 
use the flat-fielded images but multiply the PC by 
(28.3/12.9)2; use the WF3 pixel scale. If one wishes to mea- 
sure integrated brightness, measurements on flat-fielded im- 
ages must be corrected for the normalization of pixel areas. 
This correction includes a factor for the variation in pixel 
size within each camera, then an additional factor to normal- 
ize all cameras to the same pixel area. For the internal cam- 
era correction, maps of the pixel areas relative to the center 
of each chip were presented in H95. To normalize all mea- 
surements to the center of WF3, measurements from (the 
center of) each chip need to be multiplied by 1.0066, 1.0005, 
1., and 1.0013 for PC1-WF4; the PC factor has already in- 
cluded the rough normalization built into the flat fields. 

The WFPC2 CCDs also have the feature that every ~34th 
row has a slightly lower sensitivity. It has not been conclu- 
sively determined whether this is a geometric effect (smaller 
pixels) or not. However, even if it is, removing it by flat 
fielding will introduce <1% error for integrated photometry 
of a point source. 

2.4 WrPC2 Gain States 

WFPC2 can be read out through either of two gain states 
with approximate gains of 14 ^-/DN (bay 3) and 7 ^~/DN 
(bay 4). The same flat fields (with the same normalization) 
are currently used for data in either gain state. Since all of 
the photometric calibration data are taken with bay 3 (gain 
= 14), it is important to know the ratio of the two gains 
accurately to use the calibration for bay 4 (gain=7) data. 
This ratio was derived from observations of a stable and 
monitored light source made during TV. These data show a 
slightly different gain ratio for each of the four chips; this is 
not unexpected because there are some electronics in each 
bay that are separate for each chip, even though the A/D 
converters in each bay are common to all four chips. The TV 
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data give count ratios (bay ^Tbay 3) of 1.987, 2.003, 2.006, 
and 1.955 for PCI, WF2, WF3, and WF4, respectively. Simi- 
lar chip-to-chip ratios are found in on-orbit internal flats, 
though the absolute ratio is lower in all chips by l%-2%. 
However, the absolute value of the ratio is more uncertain for 
the internal flat data which are taken with a lamp that may 
vary in intensity. A similar difference in gain ratios from chip 
to chip is also indicated by some stellar data. These data 
suggest a value for the absolute ratios which is slightly 
higher (—1%) than the values determined in TV. 

Because the flat fields were derived from bay 3 data, there 
will be no differences in count rates between the chips for 
flat-fielded bay 3 data. However, for bay 4 data, the current 
flat fields will leave small differences in count rates between 
the chips. 

For the current paper, calibration for the different gains is 
parametrized by the gain ratio, GR;, defined as the ratio of 
the counts of a source using bay 4 to the counts using bay 3. 
The subscript gives the chip number. GR, is unity for all 
chips in bay 3 because the flats were constructed from bay 3 
data. For bay 4, the TV observations discussed above suggest 
the values 1.987, 2.003, 2.006, and 1.955. These values prob- 
ably are uncertain by —1%, leading directly to possible —1% 
systematic errors in photometry for bay 4 data. It is possible 
that the bay 4 flats will be renormalized to reflect the bay 4 
gain differences between chips; if this is done, then the val- 
ues which should be used for GR¿ will be changed (presum- 
ably to some constant value). 

2.5 Aperture Corrections 

The point-spread function (PSF) for a diffraction limited 
image has extensive low-level wings, and scattering from 
small-scale structure and dust on the HST/WFFC2 mirrors 
contributes additional light to the wings of the PSF. In dis- 
cussing photometric calibration, it is important to reference 
the photometric measurements to some aperture size. 

In ground-based work, photometric measurements are 
typically extrapolated to "infinite" radius using observations 
of bright stars. This extrapolation is required if one wishes to 
use observations of stars to calibrate surface photometry of 
extended sources, although surface photometry is still only 
perfectly accurate in the limit of a uniform extended source. 

For WFPC2, measuring corrections to "infinite" aperture 
is complicated by the small pixel size and extended PSF 
wings which require extremely accurate background values 
for good large-aperture measurements, the digitization ef- 
fects of the WFPC2 AID converters, and the CTE problems 
which may make observed aperture corrections dependent on 
the amount of background in the frame. 

To minimize these problems we have chosen to use an 
intermediate-sized aperture of 0'.'5 radius for all of the pho- 
tometric calibration measurements. For an aperture of this 
size, CTE effects are likely to be correctable to within 
~l%-2% for all of the stars considered here (which are 
relatively bright) using the simple algorithm discussed in 
Sec. 2.1. In addition, observers can correct point-source pho- 
tometry to this aperture size without complications arising 
from extrapolating to a larger aperture. Such extrapolations 

can be difficult, especially in a crowded field. Consequently, 
calibration of photometry of point sources using the data 
presented herein should be spared some of the possible sys- 
tematic errors which arise when using larger apertures. 

For observers who wish to do surface photometry, the 
results presented here can be extrapolated to larger (or infi- 
nite) aperture size, although the inherent uncertainties in do- 
ing so must be incorporated into estimates of possible sys- 
tematic errors. Encircled energy curves, from which aperture 
corrections can be derived, are presented in H95 for data in 
which there is little background. These curves should apply 
to the data presented in this paper, which were all taken with 
little background. We find that roughly 90% (less in the UV) 
of the total light is contained within a 0"5 radius. A discus- 
sion of scattering in the WFPC2 and a presentation of a PSF 
that may be more applicable to situations in which there is 
background is presented by Krist and Burrows (1994). 

We note that photometry using apertures smaller than our 
nominal Γ' diameter is subject to a different set of possible 
systematic errors. For small apertures, the observed flux de- 
pends on details of the PSF such as pixel centering, small 
focus variations, variations in the PSF as a function of field 
location, and telescope jitter during exposures. From the set 
of observations of spectrophotometric standards and from 
models of the HSTÍWFPC2 PSF, we have inferred that such 
effects almost always give ^1% errors using our nominal 
aperture size (H95). The errors are larger for smaller aper- 
tures, so observers using smaller apertures are cautioned that 
they should derive separate aperture corrections for each 
frame on which measurements are made. 

Aperture photometry also depends on how the sky is de- 
termined. Usually, the sky level is measured by taking a 
modal or median value in a region away from the object in 
question. Since the wings of the WFPC2 PSF extend out a 
long way, one needs to choose a region far from the object in 
order to measure a true sky value. For all of the WFPC2 
measurements presented here, we have chosen a sky annulus 
from 4 to 6 arcseconds from each object. In practice, observ- 
ers often choose a smaller annulus; a smaller annulus will 
include more light from the wings of the star, so all sky- 
subtracted measurements will be lower. Given a stable PSF, 
it is possible to determine the correction for a measurement 
with an arbitrary choice of sky annulus to correct it for the 
"true" sky value; such estimates can be made using the data 
from H95 and Krist and Burrows (1994). We have chosen to 
use a "true" sky value because its meaning is clear and be- 
cause some techniques (e.g., profile-fitting photometry) make 
measurements while attempting to derive an absolute sky 
value. 

3. THE WFPC2 GROUND PHOTOMETRIC SYSTEM 

We now begin the discussion of photometric calibration. 
In this section, we discuss the WFPC2 ground photometric 
system, which is needed to derive accurate transformations 
to UBVRI and to define zero points for the WFPC2 flight 
system. Section 4 will present the WFPC2 flight system and 
how it relates to the WFPC2 ground system and to UBVRI. 
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Fig. 2—Filter response curves for several flight filters (solid lines) and the corresponding flight spares (dotted lines) which were used in the SSO observations. 

3.1 Observations 

Observations were made of many standard stars and the 
flight calibration fields during 1994 April with the 1-m tele- 
scope at the Siding Springs Observatory (SSO). A lumogen- 
coated Loral 800X800 CCD from the same lot as the flight 
chips was used. This chip did not have a MgF window as the 
flight packages do, and the dewar had a quartz window on it. 
However, both MgF and quartz have very flat response 
across the visible part of the spectrum so these differences 
are not expected to change the response significantly. The 
dewar was mounted directly at the Cassegrain focus of the 
1-m telescope. Consequently, there were only two reflections 
in the system (from the telescope), compared with seven re- 
flections for the WFPC2 on-orbit (because there are five re- 
flections within the WFPC2). The CCD was operated in 2X2 
binned mode to increase observing efficiency; in this mode, 
the //8 system gave ~0"75/pixel. 

Observations were made using the following filters: 
F336W, F439W, F555W, F675W, F702W, and F814W. Al- 
though these were flight spare filters, there are small differ- 
ences in the measured passbands as compared to the flight 
filters. Figure 2 shows lab measurements for both the flight 
(solid curves) and ground (dotted curves) filter passbands for 
the six filters. 

The observing run lasted for eight nights from 1994 April 
15 to April 22. On each night, observations were made using 
five of the six flight filters. Flat fields of the evening and 
morning twilight sky were taken. A separate flat field was 
constructed for each night. Flats from each night were com- 
pared and the agreement was very good except that a few 
pieces of dust fell onto the CCD window during the run, 
adding a few low-level features to the flats for the later 
nights; because of these, a separate flat was used for each 
night. Bias frames were also taken daily, but no differences 
were seen during the course of the run, so all of the bias 

frames were combined to make a single superbias frame for 
the run. Standard reduction consisted of overscan subtrac- 
tion, superbias subtraction, and flat fielding. 

The seeing provided ~2" images for the first half of the 
run, but the image size improved to Γ.'25-Γ.'5 for the last 
half of the run. Three of the eight nights were judged to be 
photometric from the scatter in the standard star transforma- 
tions and in repeat observations. Fortunately, these photo- 
metric nights were the last three nights of the run, when the 
seeing was also the best. 

3.2 Standard Stars and Definition of the WFPC2 Ground 
System 

On each night, observations of between 50 and 100 stan- 
dard stars were made. These were taken from the compila- 
tions of Landolt (1983, 1992a, 1992b), and included both 
single star fields as well as fields with several standards. The 
Landolt standards were measured using aperture photometry, 
using an aperture of diameter —22"5. 

The response of the ground system defines the WFPC2 
ground photometric system. To get magnitudes on this sys- 
tem for the standard stars, we need to make corrections for 
atmospheric extinction and to define zero points for the new 
system. For zero points, we have chosen to make stars with 
zero color on the UBVRI system have zero color on the 
WFPC2 system (although see below). The magnitudes in 
each bandpass are defined so that a star of color zero has 
WFPC2 magnitudes equal to the UBVRI magnitudes. The 
physical fluxes corresponding to a WFPC2 magnitude are 
then the same as those for the UBVRI magnitude for a star of 
color zero. In practice, we do not observe stars with a color 
of exactly zero, so the zero points are set by looking at the 
locus of standard stars and determining a zero point from a 
fit of magnitude versus color. This also provides transforma- 
tions between the WFPC2 system and the UBVRI system. 
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The transformations between the WFPC2 system and 
UBVRI for stars of zero color are sensitive to the surface 
gravity of the observed objects because the WFPC2 pass- 
bands differ significantly from the UBVRI passbands. Be- 
cause of this, all stars of zero UBVRI color will not have zero 
WFPC2 color. Practically, the WFPC2 ground system is de- 
fined to have zero points which match UBVRI magnitudes 
for the stars near color zero which we observed with the 
ground system. Since it is not possible to observe bright stars 
with the CCD system, the stars around color zero which were 
observed are typically white dwarfs, not main-sequence 
stars. So, in fact, our zero points match WFPC2 magnitudes 
to UBVRI magnitudes for stars of color zero with high sur- 
face gravity. For main-sequence stars of color zero, the 
WFPC2 ground magnitudes would not match the UBVRI 
magnitudes; Vega, for example, would not have its standard 
UBVRI values on the WFPC2 ground system. The difference 
between WFPC2 magnitudes for these stars and for main- 
sequence stars can be determined from synthetic photometry 
and will be discussed in Sec. 6. Anticipating these results, we 
find that the zero points would change by <2% for F555W, 
F675W, and F814W, by ~3%-5% for F439W, and by more 
for F336W if we were to reference the ground WFPC2 sys- 
tem to main-sequence stars of color zero. For stars of zero 
color, higher surface-gravity stars have less ñux through 
F439W and F555W (more flux through F336W) than lower 
surface-gravity stars. Consequently, observations of main- 
sequence stars of color zero will have WFPC2 magnitudes 
which are fainter than the UBVRI magnitudes in F439W and 
F555W. Since we infer these differences from models, not 
observations, we have chosen to leave the WFPC2 ground- 
system definition to match the observed stars. The compari- 
son of synthetic zeropoints (which are normalized to Vega) 
and observed zero points (normalized to white dwarfs) which 
will be presented in Sec. 5 quantifies the difference in zero 
points. 

The reduction of the standards was accomplished as fol- 
lows. First, we determined instrumental magnitudes (cor- 
rected for extinction) and first and second-order extinction 
coefficients. We iteratively solved for these quantities using 
the definition: 

hj= —2.5Xlog Cijk+kUnXXijk + K2iXXijkX(^F555W,j — ^F814WJ) 
(2) 

where I are the instrumental magnitudes, c the observed 
count rates, kl and Κ2 are first- and second-order extinction 
coefficients, and X is the airmass. The subscript i represents 
the six different filters, the subscript j represents the approxi- 
mately 50 different stars observed, the subscript k represents 
multiple observations of a given star through a given filter, 
and the subscript η represents the three different nights. We 
solved for the set of several dozen instrumental magnitudes 
plus extinction coefficients for each filter for each of the 
three nights using a least-squares fit to all of the available 
data. All of these quantities were determined simultaneously 
and iteratively because of the presence of the instrumental 
(F555W-F814W) in the second-order extinction term; the 
solution converged within five iterations. 

Because we had limited data for stars of different colors at 
different airmasses, we had difficulty in accurately solving 
for second-order extinction coefficients. We determined start- 
ing guesses for the second-order extinction terms using syn- 
thetic photometry on the Bruzual, Persson, Gunn, and 
Stryker (BPGS) stellar atlas using estimates for the response 
of the different elements in the system and an atmospheric 
extinction curve from Lockwood (private communication). 
In the fits, we constrained the second-order coefficients to be 
the same for all three nights, unlike the first-order coeffi- 
cients which were allowed to vary from night to night. We 
adopted the derived second-order coefficients when they 
lowered the reduced χ1 of the fit as compared to when we 
left the coefficients locked at the synthetic values. This pro- 
cedure gave us derived second-order coefficients for F336W 
and F439W, but for the other filters, the synthetic values 
were adopted. 

Given the instrumental magnitudes, we then determined 
zero points for the WFPC2 ground system by solving: 

^/ = ^F336Wj"i- ^1,F336WX ^) + ^2,F336WX (^-^)2 

+ 2F336W' (3a) 

^7 = ^F439Wj + ^1,F439WX (^-^) + (^ — V)2 

+ ^F439W ' (3b) 

^/=4555WJ + Τ i 1) + ^2,F555WX ( ^- ^)2 

+ ^F555W » (3c) 

^/"^FÓVSWJ + Τl^FÖVSW* {V—R) + T2,F675WX (V—R)2 

+ ^F675W ' (3d) 

^ = ^F702WJ+ ^1,F702WX (^--^) + ^FVOZW^ ( ^-^)2 

+ ^F702W ' (3e) 

^ — ^FSUW^i^--^) + ^2,F814WX (^""-O2 

+ ^F814W» (3f) 
where UBVRI are the standard values from Landolt (1983, 
1992a, 1992b), Tx and Τ2 are the first- and second-order 
transformation coefficients, and again, the solutions were 
done using least squares. We then define the WFPC2 ground- 
system magnitudes to be the instrumental magnitudes plus 
the zero points. We adjusted the extinction coefficients to 
take account of the zero point shift in (F555W-F814W) so 
that, finally, the ground-system magnitudes can be written: 

—^.SXlog cij+KUnXXijk+K2ÍXXijk 

XC^F555W—^F814w) (4) 
where M are the ground-system magnitudes, and 
^im = ^im-^2/x(^F555W_^F8i4w)· The final extinction co- 
efficients are presented in Table 2; both the synthetic and 
derived second-order coefficients are presented to give a 
feeling for the differences. 

This method of determining zero points works only if the 
transformation between the WFPC2 ground system and the 
UBVRI system is well represented by a second-order relation 
in stellar color. We found that this was accurate representa- 
tion for all of our filters except for F336W F336W is com- 
plicated for two separate reasons. First, the filter has a red 
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Table 2 
 Extinction Coefficients for SSO observations  

Filter /^(4/20) /^(4/21) /^(4/22) ^(syn) ^2(fit) 

Table 3 
Transformations from WFPC2 Ground System to UBVRP 

Filter SMAG SCOL T\ ' 7¾ z"" 

F336W 
F439W 
F555W 
F675W 
F702W 
F814W 

-0.841 
-0.321 
-0.162 
-0.107 

-0.079 

-0.904 
-0.358 
-0.187 

-0.123 
-0.102 

0.185 0.058 0.185 
-0.335 0.043 0.015 0.043 
-0.169 0.010 0.010 0.013 
-0.115 0.002 0.002 -0.009 
-0.113 0.005 0.005 0.014 
-0.093 0.002 0.002 0.007 

leak which is significant even for moderately red objects. 
Second, the F336W bandpass differs significantly from the U 
bandpass: the F336W bandpass falls shortward of the Balmer 
discontinuity, while the U filter straddles it. This causes de- 
viations from a quadratic relation for stars with a Balmer 
discontinuity, and in fact the F336W-Í/ relation is multival- 
ued in this region. These effects are shown in Fig. 3, which 
gives a synthetic estimate of the difference between U and 
F336W and also the red-leak contribution (defined as all 
light coming from λ>4000 Â) as a function of stellar color, 
using throughput estimates and the BPGS library of stellar 
spectra. The multivalued region around ¿7—5=0 is apparent. 
Based on the red-leak data, we restricted our fit for extinction 
to stars with V—/<1.0. In determining the zero point for 
F336W, we restricted the fit to stars with Í/—5<—0.1, be- 
cause the synthetic results show that the relation between 
F336W and U should be well represented by a quadratic 
function in this color regime. 

Because of the limited number of observations of each 
star, the WFPC2 ground magnitudes for each individual stars 
have not been determined to the accuracy usually obtained 
for standard stars. Photon statistics limit the accuracy of each 
observation to a few millimag, but the true errors are larger, 
typically l%-2%, mostly because of possible errors in the 
determination of the extinction coefficients. Because of the 
large number of stars observed, we feel that we have ad- 
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Fig. 3—Synthetic data for F336W showing the difference between F336W 
magnitudes and U magnitudes (top panel) and the amount of light contrib- 
uted by red leak (bottom panel) as a function of color. Red leak is defined as 
contributions from λ>4000 Â. 

F555W 

F336W U 
U 
u 
υ 

F439W Β 
Β 
Β 
Β 
V 
V 
V 
ν 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
I 
I 
I 
I 

(U-B) 
(U-V) 
(U-R) 
(U-I) 
(U-B) 
(B-V) 
(B-R) 
(B-I) 
(U-V) 
(B-V) 
(V-R) 
(V-I) 
(U-R) 
(B-R) 
(V-R) 
(R-I) 
(U-R) 
(B-R) 
(V-R) 
(R-I) 
(U-I) 
(B-I) 
(V-I) 

-0.839±0.028 
-0.272±0.008 
-0.211±0.005 
-0.175±0.003 
-0.115±0.001 
-0.093±0.003 
-0.056±0.002 
-0.038±0.001 
-0.014±0.001 
-0.050±0.003 
-0.097±0.005 
-Û.045±0.003 
0.038±0.001 
0.082±0.002 
0.235±0.006 
0.215±0.006 
0.055±0.001 
0.112±0.003 
0.309±0.007 
0.260±0.007 

-0.019±0.001 
-0.037±0.002 
-0.067±0.003 
-0.127±0.006 

-0.160±0.020 
0.048±0.006 
0.046±0.004 
0.037±0.002 

-0.041±0.001 
-0.100±0.003 
-0.044±0.001 
-0.028±0.001 
0.005±0.000 
0.032±0.002 
0.116±0.008 
0.027±0.002 

-0.005i0.000 
-0.017i0.001 
-0.129±0.009 
-0.081i0.010 
-0.003i0.000 
-0.009i0.001 
-0.055i0.011 
0.076Í0.012 
0.003Í0.000 
0.007Í0.001 
0.025Í0.002 
0.086Í0.010 

0.000Í0.009 
0.263Í0.003 
0.307Í0.002 
0.331Í0.002 

-0.058i0.001 
O.OOOiO.OOl 
0.002Í0.001 
0.002Í0.001 

-0.011i0.001 
-0.001i0.001 
O.OOliO.OOl 
O.OOOiO.OOl 
0.028Í0.001 
0.003Í0.001 
O.OOOiO.OOl 
0.002Í0.001 
0.039Í0.001 
0.003Í0.001 
O.OOOiO.OOl 
O.OOliO.OOl 

-0.012i0.001 
O.OOOiO.OOl 
O.OOOiO.OOl 
O.OOOiO.OOl 

α These transformations were derived from stars with color range —0.3 < Β — V <1.5 
and —0.3 < V — I < 1.5. They will most likely be inaccurate for stars outside this 
range. They may also be inaccurate for objects whose spectra do not match those of 
the standard stars (see text). 

equately defined the system. However, it is likely that ob- 
servers will want a set of WFPC2 standard stars which can 
be observed from the ground so that they can use a ñight-like 
system to calibrate on-orbit observations. The limited accu- 
racy of individual measurements, as well as the restricted sky 
coverage, limits the usefulness of the standard magnitudes 
measured here for this purpose. However, we are currently 
undertaking observations of Landolt equatorial standards 
around the sky using the same filters and detector at Lowell 
Observatory. We will use the overlap of stars observed both 
at Lowell and at SSO to determine if there is any difference 
between the response of the two telescopes, and will correct 
for this if it exists. The additional observations made at Low- 
ell should allow us to provide a set of WFPC2 ground stan- 
dards, and these will be presented separately once the Lowell 
observations are completed (Holtzman and Watson, in prepa- 
ration). 

3.3 Transformations to UBVRI 

The zero-point solutions give the transformations from 
the WFPC2 ground system to the UBVRI system. In addition 
to the relations of Eq. (3), we determined transformations for 
several choices of standard color. Table 3 presents the coef- 
ficients for transformations of the form: 

SMAG=WFPC2G + 7,
1 GXSCOL+7,

2 GXSCOL2 + ZG 

(5) 

where WFPC2G is the WFPC2 ground-system magnitude 
[M from Eq. (4)], SMAG is the UBVRI standard magnitude, 
SCOL is the standard color in the UBVRI system, TX G and 

are the transformation coefficients (for the ground sys- 
tem) and the zero point, ZG, is zero by definition for the 
standard colors used in the zero point definition, but may be 
nonzero for other choices of standard color. Note that we 
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Fig. 4—Observed transformations between the WFPC2 ground system and 
UBVRI. Individual data points are shown as squares with error bars from 
photon statistics. The lines show the derived transformations. 

Sees. 5 and 6. We have used the observed transformations, as 
well as additional data, to check the WFPC2 synthetic sys- 
tem, and as shown in Sec. 5, a reasonable agreement can be 
made between observations and the synthetic system. The 
synthetic system can then be used to extend the transforma- 
tions over a wider range of stellar colors. 

However, observers should be cautioned about the use of 
transformations when interpreting data. Because the WFPC2 
bandpasses differ significantly from the UBVRI bandpasses, 
one cannot just transform to UBVRI and proceed with inter- 
pretation. Transformations can be sensitive to details in the 
underlying stellar spectra. Consequently, they can depend on 
metallicity and surface gravity, and may not be the same for 
reddened objects or for integrated spectra of galaxies as for 
individual stars. Strictly speaking, these transformations are 
correct only for stars with spectra which match the observed 
standards. The observed standards are typically white dwarfs 
for blue colors, main-sequence stars for intermediate colors, 
and giants for red colors, so the observed transformations do 
not provide a set of transformations which is uniform in 
surface gravity. Metallicities are not known for the Landolt 
standards. Most, but not all, of the stars have low reddenings. 
In addition, corrections such as reddening and extinction 
which depend on the actual observed bandpasses must be 
made in the WFPC2 system and not to transformed magni- 
tudes. Variations in transformations as a function of metal- 
licity, gravity, and reddening are discussed in Sec. 6, and 
extinction corrections in the WFPC2 system for known red- 
denings are discussed in Sec. 7. 

have used the standard, not the instrumental color, for the 
color terms; this has several advantages as discussed by 
Stetson (1992). The observed standard stars were generally 
in the color range —0.3<ß —y<1.5 or —0.3<y—/<1.5; 
the transformations cannot be assumed to be correct for stars 
with colors outside this range. 

Figure 4 shows the individual observed data points along 
with some of the derived transformations for the six different 
filters; note that the ordinate scales are not the same for all of 
the filters. Generally, the fits are good, and the scatter is 
typically 0.015 mag rms (larger for F439W and F336W); the 
error bars plotted are from photon statistics and do not in- 
clude contributions from errors in the extinction coefficient 
and zero-point determinations. The quoted errors for the 
transformation coefficients were derived from photon statis- 
tics, and thus may underestimate the true errors. The primary 
errors in the transformation coefficients arise from uncertain- 
ties in the second-order extinction coefficients. Switching be- 
tween the second-order coefficients found by fitting and the 
synthetic second-order coefficients can change the color 
terms by as much as 0.03, more for F336W. Fortunately, if 
these transformations are used in conjunction with color 
terms obtained for the flight-to-ground transformations to get 
flight-to-i/ßV7?/ transformations (Sec. 4), then errors arising 
from the second-order extinction correction will tend to can- 
cel, since most of the standards are observed at airmasses 
similar to those at which the flight calibration fields were 
observed. 

Additional data on transformations will be presented in 

3.4 Flight Calibration Fields 

Observations were also obtained at SSO of the flight cali- 
bration fields in ω Cen and NGC 6752. These provide the 
data by which the ground system can be tied to the on-orbit 
photometric system. 

The flight calibration fields are somewhat crowded in the 
ground observations, a circumstance which was difficult to 
avoid in the choice of the fields because of the desire to get 
a reasonable number of stars with a range in stellar color in a 
field that could be observed with a single pointing of Η ST I 
WFPC2 (Harris et al. 1993). Because of the crowding, the 
ground photometry was done using profile fitting, using the 
modified DAOPHOT package (Stetson 1987) within the 
VISTA image processing package. 

The on-orbit observations, discussed in Sec. 4, were used 
to find stars in the calibration fields; the superior resolution 
of //5,r/WFPC2 allowed many stars which could not be seen 
from the ground to be identified. A geometric transformation 
between the flight coordinates and the ground coordinates 
was determined from observations of several isolated bright 
stars after the geometric distortion in WFPC2 was removed 
from the flight positions (H95). Using this, the on-orbit po- 
sitions were transformed to positions on each of the ground- 
based frames, and these provided starting guesses for the 
profile-fitting routine. 

Each field was observed in each filter on at least two of 
the three photometric nights, and observations in F439W, 
F555W, and F814W were made on all three nights. On each 
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Field 

Table 4 
Observations of ω Cen and NGC 6752 at SSO 

Filter Date Exposure times Frame numbers 

ω Cen F336W 4/20 
4/21 

F439W 4/20 
4/21 
4/22 · 

F555W 4/20 
4/21 
4/22 

F675W 4/20 
4/22 

F702W 4/21 
4/22 

F814W 4/20 
4/21 
4/22 

NGC 6752 F336W 4/20 
4/21 

F439W 4/20 
4/21 
4/22 

F555W 4/20 
4/21 
4/22 

F675W 4/20 
4/22 

F702W 4/21 
4/22 

F814W 4/20 
4/21 
 4/22 

600,600 
600,600 
300,300,600 
300,600,600 
300,600 
60,60,300,300 
60,300 
60,300 
60,60,300,300 
60,300 
30,30,100,300,300 
60,300 
60,60,300,300 
60,30,300 
60,300 
600 
600,600 
300,600 
300,600 
600,300 
60,300 
60,300 
45,250 
60,300 
45,250 
30,60,300,300 
30,300 
60,300 
60,300 
45,240  

6271-72 
7182-83 
6260-62 
7179-81 
8281-82 
6267-70 
7177-78 
8279-80 
6273-76 
8277-78 
7168-72 
8275-76 
6263-66 
7173-76 
8273-74 
6340 
7291-92 
6338-39 
7289-90 
8362-63 
6336-37 
7287-88 
8368-69 
6334-35 
8366-67 
7281-84 
8364-65 
6332-33 
7285-86 
8370-71 

night, a minimum of two exposures (short and long) was 
taken through each filter. A log of the observations is pre- 
sented in Table 4. 

For each frame, between two and seven isolated stars (as 
determined from the on-orbit data) were chosen to define the 
point-spread function (PSF) for the frame. All stars were 
then fit simultaneously with all neighbors falling within 
— 11", solving iteratively for the brightness of each star rela- 
tive to the PSF and the stellar positions. The background sky 
level was determined from a modal estimate in an annulus of 
~16"-27", the same as used for the aperture photometry of 
the standard stars. After solving for the brightnesses of all the 
stars, the fits were used to subtract all but the stars used to 
make the PSF, and the PSF was reconstructed from the sub- 
tracted frame to improve the rejection of faint stars in the 
PSF. In addition, revised sky values were determined for 
every star from the subtracted frame. The magnitudes and 
positions were then solved for again using the revised PSF 
and sky values. This iteration was repeated one additional 
time to get the final magnitudes for the stars. Negligible 
changes are found with additional iterations. 

This procedure gave magnitudes of stars on each frame 
relative to the brightness of the PSF used for the profile 
fitting. To convert these relative magnitudes to absolute 
brightnesses, we used the following technique. For each fil- 
ter, we chose one short exposure frame on each night to be 
the fiducial frame. For all other observations in that filter on 
that night, we determined the relative scaling of the bright- 
nesses by computing a weighted mean magnitude difference 

for all stars with errors less than 0.1 mag. On the fiducial 
frame, we then determined an "aperture correction" using 
the separate PSF stars: we subtracted all other stars, visually 
inspected the subtracted images and manually median fil- 
tered regions of poor subtraction, then performed aperture 
photometry on each of the PSF stars. This aperture photom- 
etry was done interactively, as we carefully adjusted the 
background level for each star to make the aperture growth 
curves look similar for each star, and we visually marked the 
magnitude at the aperture diameter of 2275 which was used 
for the standard stars. Generally, the subtractions were excel- 
lent so little filtering was needed on the subtracted images, 
and the sky values generally needed adjustment by only a 
few tenths of a DN to get good growth curves. We then 
computed a weighted mean difference between the large ap- 
erture magnitudes and the profile-fit magnitudes to determine 
the final aperture correction for each of the fiducial frames. 

Since we determined a separate aperture correction for 
each night in each filter, we got some estimate of the accu- 
racy of the correction by checking for agreement between the 
different nights in the total magnitudes. Generally, this agree- 
ment was within l%-2%. Unexpectedly, the agreement be- 
tween the different nights was better for ω Cen than it was 
for NGC 6752, despite the fact that the former field is sig- 
nificantly more crowded. 

To get final magnitudes and errors, we averaged the pro- 
file results for each star for each night using a weighted 
mean, after application of the mean differences between the 
frames and the fiducial frame. The errors used for weighting 
were those returned by the profile-fitting routine. In the av- 
eraging, we rejected observations for which the fitting rou- 
tine required more than 40 iterations to converge, and also 
rejected observations for which the goodness-of-fit parameter 
CHI (see Stetson 1987) was larger than 3; these criteria re- 
moved only a very few observations. We also computed the 
error in the mean and the χι of the deviations from the mean. 
We applied the aperture corrections for each night and cor- 
rected the mean magnitudes for extinction using Eq. (4); cor- 
recting the mean was valid because the fields were taken at 
low airmass, and multiple observations through a filter never 
differed by more than 0.01 in airmass. The zero points from 
Eq. (4) put the magnitudes on the WFPC2 ground system. 
Finally, we averaged the observations from the multiple 
nights. In this averaging, we rejected observations with χ^>3 
from the averaging on each night; again, this rejected very 
few points, and most of those that were rejected were in 
F336W. A weighted average was used, and both the error in 
the mean and the observed scatter around the mean was com- 
puted. For the final error estimate, we chose the larger of 
these two values. 

The measured WFPC2 ground-system magnitudes for the 
ω Cen and the NGC 6752 stars will be presented in a sepa- 
rate publication along with the WFPC2 magnitudes of the 
standard stars. 

4. THE WFPC2 FLIGHT PHOTOMETRIC SYSTEM 

WFPC2 observations were made of one of the flight cali- 
bration fields roughly twice per month during the first year of 
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Field 

Table 5 
WFPC2 Observations of ω Cen and NGC 6752 
Date Obse.i vatiou IDs Filters   

Table 6 
Transformations from WFPC2 Flight System to Ground System0 

Filter Standard Color T\ Ζ 
^ Cen 03/11 

03/14 
03/26 
03/29 
05/28 
06/06 
06/16 
07/17 
07/25 
08/01 
08/25 
09/03 

NGC 6752 09/23 
09/29 
10/20 
10/24 

ω Ceu 05/28 
09/22 

ω Cen 01/22 
 01/27 

u2820201-a 
u282040l· a 
ii2820601-a 
ii2820801-a 
u2820g01-a 
u2820i01-a 
u2820k01-a 
112^-40401^ 
u2g40601-a 
u2g40801-a 
u2g40a01-a 
u2g40c01-a 
u2g40101-a 
ii2g40301-a 
ii2g40501-a 
u2g40701-a 
ii2eo0101-6 ' 
u2eo0201-6 
ii22t01Ql'7 
u22t5101-7 

F336W, 
F336W. 
F336W. 
F336W, 
F336W, 
F336W, 
F336W, 
F336W, 
F336W, 
F336W, 
F336W, 
F336W, 
F336W, 
F336W, 
F336W, 
F336W. 
F300W, 
F300W, 
F300W. 
F300W. 

F439W, 
,F439W. 
,F439W. 
,F439W. 
,F439W, 
F439W. 
,F439W, 
F439W. 
F439W. 

(F439W. 
F439W. 
F439W. 
F439W. 
^439\ν. 
F439W. 
^439^^, 
Ρ547\ν, 
^547\ν, 
,F547W, 
,F547W, 

lF555W, 
,F555W, 
,F555W, 
,F555W, 
.FSSSW, 
.FSSSW, 
,F555W, 
.FSSSW. 
^555-^, 
,F555W. 
,F555W, 
,F555W, 
,F555W, 
,F555W, 
,F555W, 
,F555W. 
,F569W, 
,F569W, 
,F569W: 
,F569W. 

F675W, 
F675W, 
F675W, 
F675W, 
F675W, 

lF675W, 
F675W, 

1F675W, 
^675νν, 
^675^^, 
(F675W 
^675ν^, 
lF675W, 
,F675W, 
lF675W, 
lF675W1 
.FÖOÖW, 
,Γβοβνν. 
jeoew, 
(F606W, 

F814W 
F814W 
,F814W 
F814W 
F814W 
F814W 
F814W 
F814W 
F814W 
,F814W 
,F814W 

(F814W 
F814W 
,F814W 
,F814W 

,F702W,F785LP 
,F702W,F785LP 
lF702W,F785LP 
lF702W1F785LP 

WFPC2 operation through the filters F336W, F439W, 
F555W, F675W, and F814W as part of ongoing photometric 
monitors. In addition, observations through additional filters, 
including F702W, were made three times during the first 
year. A log of the observations made in this time period is 
presented in Table 5. A field in ω Cen is the primary calibra- 
tion field and was observed from 1994 January until 1994 
September; after September, the spacecraft roll prevented the 
acquisition of guide stars, so from September until Decem- 
ber, a field in NGC 6752 was observed. 

Because of the CTE problem we have restricted the analy- 
sis of the ω Cen frames to those taken with the CCDs at 
-880C (after 1994 April 23) and we have corrected the pho- 
tometry with the simple prescription discussed in Sec. 2.1. It 
is important to note that because we are correcting for CTE, 
our zero points apply to CTE-corrected data. If a CTE cor- 
rection is not applied to data, resulting photometry could be 
off by up to —4% if the zero points we derive are used, 
depending on the location of the object and the amount of 
background light in the frame. Similarly our zero points refer 
to data taken at — 880C; as discussed in Sec. 2.2, the near-IR 
QE was different by a few percent at — 760C. 

The roll in each field changes with time, so slightly dif- 
ferent regions of the field are seen at different times. For 
several observations at different rolls, stars were marked vi- 
sually, then the positions were transformed to an undistorted 
coordinate frame (H95). The lists from the different roll 
angles were merged into a single master list. For each obser- 
vation, several bright stars are found, their positions are dis- 
tortion corrected, and the orientation of the frame is derived. 
This orientation is applied to the master list, and then the 
inverse distortion correction is applied to the positions. This 
yields estimates of the stellar positions on each frame, and 
these estimates are used as input to an iterative centroiding 
algorithm. In this way, all stars can be found automatically 
on any observation and can be easily labelled with consistent 
identification numbers. 

From the master list of stars which contains 1248 (221) 
stars in ω Cen (NGC 6752), we chose a subset to be used as 
standard stars. To qualify as a standard star, a star had to 
have no other stars within 3" and had to have greater than 

F336W (F336W- 
(F336W- 
(F336W- 
(F336W- 

F439W (F336W- 
(F439W- 
(F439W- 
(F439W- 

F555W (F336W- 
(F439W- 
(F555W· 
(F555W- 

F675W (F336W- 
(F439W· 
(F555W- 
(F675W- 

F814W (F336W- 
(F439W· 
(F555W· 
(F675W- 

F439W 
F555W 
F675W 
F814W 
F439W 
F555W 
F675W 
F814W 
F555W 
F555W 
F675W 
F814W 
F675W 
F675W 
F675W 
F814W 
F814W 

■F814W 
•F814W 
•F814W 

-0.003±0.009 
0.026±0.006 
0.027±0.005 
0.025±0.004 
0.043±0.007 
0.092±0.006 
0.058±0.004 
0.047±0.003 
0.001±0.003 

-0.011±0.005 
-0.018±0.009 
-0.008±0.006 
0.012±0.003 
0.013±0.004 
0.025±0.011 
0.088±0.018 
0.008±0.003 
0.006±0.004 
0.005±0.008 
0.011±0.019 

18.505±0.003 
18.494±0.004 
18.483±0.005 
18.477±0.005 
20.139±0.003 
20.069±0.004 
20.065±0.005 
20.063±0.005 
21.718±0.002 
21.727±0.004 
21.728±0.004 
21.725±0.005 
21.232db0.003 
21.231±0.005 
21.234±0.006 
21.220±0.006 
20.831±0.004 
20.834db0.006 
20.839db0.006 
20.840±0.006 

öThese coefficients should be used with the transformation given by Eq. (6). 
As discussed in the text, the quoted zero points refer to 0"5 radius aperture 
measurements after correction for CTE effects. 

— 100 DN in the exposures which were used to make the 
master list. This criterion yielded 42 (33) standards in ω Cen 
(NGC 6752). 

All observations were made with the gain=14 channel 
(electronics bay 3). All the data were reduced using the 
methods discussed by H95. The data were fiat-fielded with 
the fiats which were installed in the STScI database in 1994 
March. During each run, two observations of identical expo- 
sure time were made through each filter. These two observa- 
tions were compared to identify cosmic rays. Any pixel 
which was found to deviate more than expected from the 
noise characteristics of the detectors was flagged as a cosmic 
ray. Aperture photometry was then performed on all of the 
stars in each of the two frames separately, using a 0'.'5 radius 
aperture. If a flagged pixel was found in the aperture, the 
measurement was discarded. No aperture corrections were 
applied, so all derived zero points refer to measurements in a 
0"5 radius aperture, as discussed in Sec. 2.5. 

These data were used to derive transformations between 
the WFPC2 flight system and the ground system. It was ex- 
pected that color terms between these systems should be 
small, because the systems differ only by an additional five 
reflections in the flight system and the use of a slightly dif- 
ferent set of filters (with the same specifications). The extra 
reflections are expected to only introduce tiny color terms; 
however, some of the filters, even though they are flight 
spares, differ in bandpass enough to introduce small color 
terms (see Fig. 2). The ground-system response also contains 
the atmospheric transmission, but we have attempted to re- 
move this through the use of extinction coefficients; some 
differences may still exist in the near-UV because of uncer- 
tainties in the extinction corrections. 

The derived transformations are presented in Table 6. 
These give relations of the form: 
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Fig. 5—Residuals from the flight-to-ground WFPC2 transformations for F555W (left) and F814W (right) as a function of color (top) and magnitude (bottom). 
Different point types represent the four different chips (PCI, triangles; WF2, squares; WF3, pentagons; WF4, hexagons). 

WFPC2G = — 2.5 X log DN s"1 + X SCOL+ZFG 

+ 2.5 log GRi (6) 

where WFPC2G is the WFPC2 ground-system magnitude, 
S COL is the standard color in the WFPC2 ground system, 
Τi>Fg gives the linear color term between the flight and 
ground systems, ZFG is the zero point, and GR¿ is the gain 
ratio defined in Sec. 2.4 (which is unity for observations 
made with gain =14). Note that SCOL is defined to be the 
color in the ground system; this can be derived algebraically 
if observations are made in more than one flight filter. Be- 
cause the two systems have very similar response, only a 
linear color term was derived. The uncertainties in the gain 
ratio discussed in Sec. 2.4 propagate directly into uncertain- 
ties in the bay 4 photometric zero points. 

Most of the stars in the flight calibration fields have colors 
typical of globular-cluster giants. There are just a few blue 
stars, which are horizontal-branch stars in the clusters, and 
very red stars, which are probably foreground objects. The 
limited number of stars at the color extremes makes the de- 
rived color terms more uncertain. In practice, the derived 
values can be sensitive to the weighting used for the fits 
because of the small number of stars which contain color 
term information. For a first pass, we weighted the fits by the 
observed errors from the flight measurements with the errors 
for the ground measurements added in quadrature. With this 
weighting we typically got ;^~2 for the fit. The few bright- 
est stars had errors of <0.01 mag. We rederived fits impos- 
ing a minimum error for each point and chose the minimum 
error to be the value which gave a xi~l. This resulted in 
using a minimum error of 0.03 mag for the weighting. We 
feel this is justified because the fit should not be dominated 
by observations of just two or three stars, and small system- 

atic errors are most likely present which are not included in 
the original error estimates. The revised errors for the mag- 
nitudes were used to derive the uncertainties on the transfor- 
mation coefficients in Table 6. 

Table 6 shows that the color terms in the flight-to-ground 
transformations are typically small. The largest color terms 
are for the F439W and the F675W filters. Some color terms 
are expected because the ground filters differ slightly from 
the flight filters (Fig. 2). For F439W, the observed color term 
in F439W is 0.09, while the predicted value is 0.055; in 
F675W, the observed value is 0.023, while the predicted 
value is very nearly zero. The typical formal errors on the 
color terms are 0.005-0.010. Some of the difference between 
the observed and predicted values may arise from errors in 
the second-order extinction from the ground. As mentioned 
previously, however, these should cancel to first order when 
the flight-to-ground transformations are used in conjunction 
with the ground-to-UBVRI transformations. However, ob- 
servers are cautioned that color terms might be in error, es- 
pecially for F439W and F675W. 

Some sample transformation residuals for F555W and 
F814W are shown in Fig. 5. This figure plots the magnitude 
residuals (ground-flight) against both stellar color and stellar 
magnitude. Different symbols represent the different chips. 
The limited number of stars of extreme color is readily ap- 
parent, and, by chance, almost all of these stars happen to lie 
in WF2. Consequently, there is no real information about 
possible color term variations from chip-to-chip, although 
none are expected because the QE curves of the chips were 
measured to be very similar and because the filter passbands 
were measured to be very constant across the entire filter (a 
single filter is used for all of the chips). No trends with 
magnitude are readily visible, suggesting that CTE effect has 
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Table 7 
Transformations from WFPC2 Flight System to UBVRF 

Filter SMAG SCOL 32 
F336W U 

U 
u 
υ 

F439W Β 
Β 
Β 
Β 

F555W V 
V 
V 
V 

F675W R 
R 
R 
R 

F814W I 
I 
I 
I 

(U-B) 
(U-V) 
(U-R) 
(U-I) 
(U-B) 
(B-V) 
(B-R) 
(B-I) 
(U-V) 
(B-V) 
(V-R) 
(V-I) 
(U-R) 
(B-R) 
(V-R) 
(R-I) 
(U-I) 
(B-I) 
(V-I) 
(R-I) 

-0.844±0.030 
-0.240±0.010 
-0.172±0.007 
-0.149±0.005 
-0.103±0.009 
0.003±0.007 
0.019±0.005 
0.005±0.003 

-0.014±0.004 
-0.060±0.006 
-0.121±0.011 
-0.052±0.007 
0.039±0.004 
0.092±0.005 
0.253±0.013 
0.273±0.020 

-0.018±0.004 
-0.031±0.004 
-0.062±0.009 
-0.112±0.021 

-0.160±0.020 
0.048±0.006 
0.041±0.004 
0.038±0.002 

-0.046±0.002 
-0.088±0.003 
-0.049±0.001 
-0.023±0.001 
0.005±0.000 
0.033±0.002 
0.120±0.008 
0.027±0.002 

-0.007±0.001 
-0.017±0.001 
-0.125±0.009 
-0.066±0.011 
0.002±0.001 
0.007±0.001 
0.025±0.002 
0.084±0.011 

18.505±0.010 
18.764±0.005 
18.797±0.006 
18.817±0.006 
20.057±0.005 
20.070±0.004 
20.064±0.005 
20.067±0.005 
21.706±0.003 
21.725±0.004 
21.730±0.004 
21.725±0.005 
21.254±0.003 
21.235±0.005 
21.234±0.006 
21.225i0.006 
20.815i0.004 
20.835±0.006 
20.839±0.006 
20.839i0.006 

aThese coefficients should be used with the transformation given by Eq. (8). 
As discussed in the text, the quoted zero points refer to 0'.'5 radius aperture 
measurements after correction for CTE effects. 

been well-corrected and that there are no linearity problems, 
although these measurements do not extend to very faint 
objects. We have made separate solutions for each chip indi- 
vidually and find that zero points for each chip agree with the 
mean value to within 2% after correction for the variation in 
pixel area between the cameras (see Sec. 2.3.1), indicating 
that the that field fields are reasonably accurate. 

The WFPC2 flight photometric system is defined by the 
on-orbit response, with zero points set such that flight mag- 
nitudes match ground magnitudes for stars of zero color. This 
also makes flight magnitudes match UBVRI for these stars. 
Consequently, WFPC2 flight magnitudes are defined to be: 

WFPC2 = - 2.5 X log(DN s"1 ) + ZFG + 2.5 X log G/?;, 
(7) 

where the zero points are those given in Table 6. 
The flight-to-ground transformations have been combined 

with the ground-to- UB VRI transformations in Table 3 to de- 
termine ñight-to-UBVRI transformations, which are pre- 
sented in Table 7. There are several routes to these transfor- 
mations depending on the standard colors used in each 
transformation; the values in Table 7 for each standard color 
were derived by going through the ground filters analogous 
to the standard colors. The coefficients in Table 7 are used 
for transformations of the form: 

SMAG = - 2,5 X log(DN s"1 ) + iFiS X SCOL 

+ Τ2 psXSCOL2^2f ç2.5 log GRf, (8) 

where SMAG and SCOL are the standard magnitude and 
color, Tl FS and Γ2 ^ are the ñighi-io-UBVRI transformation 
coefficients, ZFS is the zero point, and GR, is the gain ratio. 
SCOL is defined as the UBVRI color and consequently must 
be derived iteratively using WFPC2 observations in two col- 
ors unless the color is known or can be estimated a priori. 
Some reasons for using the standard color have been dis- 
cussed by Stetson (1992); if one wishes to avoid iteration 

(we cannot quite imagine why), the WFPC2 colors after ap- 
plication of zero points could be substituted for the standard 
colors with some systematic errors that would increase as the 
stellar color departed from zero and would be worse for 
bandpasses which are not close to the UBVRI bandpasses. 
The same caveats apply to the use of these transformations as 
were discussed for the ground-to-C/Z?V7?/ transformations: 
there may be metallicity, gravity, and reddening dependences 
and the transformations may not be accurate for objects of 
extreme color. The accuracy of these transformations is esti- 
mated to be ^2% judging from the scatter in the ground-to- 
UBVRI transformations and from uncertainties in the derived 
on-orbit zero points. 

The QE of the WFPC2 CCDs changed slightly in the near 
IR when the CCD temperatures were changed on 1994 April 
23. Because only data from —88 0C was used in determining 
transformations, the photometric zero points presented here 
apply to -88 0C. For -76 0C data, we measured that the QE 
through F814W was higher by —5% (H95). Consequently, 
observers should add —5% to the near-IR zero points if they 
are being applied to data taken at -76 0C. At F555W, we 
believe there was little change in the QE with the change in 
temperature; at intermediate wavelengths between 6000 and 
8000 A, there was probably a change of a few percent. 

Since the photometric zero points have been determined 
for counts with a 0.5 radius aperture, they are not directly 
applicable for surface photometry. To do surface photometry, 
one generally wants zero points which refer to total light 
from an object. Consequently, to apply the zero points to 
surface photometry, they should be corrected to give the light 
collected in a large aperture, as discussed in Sec. 2.5. The 
correction is roughly 10% in the sense that the zero points 
should be increased by about 0.1 mag. 

4.1 Comparison with UBVRI Photometry 

Observations of both spectrophotometric standards and ω 
Cen can be used to check the derived transformations be- 
cause UBVRI photometry exists for the spectrophotometric 
standards (Landolt, private communication) and BVRI pho- 
tometry exists for ω Cen (Walker 1994). Since the spectra of 
these stars may differ from those used to derive the transfor- 
mations, the resulting transformed magnitudes may not agree 
perfectly with the observed UBVRI magnitudes, but they 
should be close. The spectrophotometric standards have ex- 
cellent UBVRI measurements, with errors <0.01 mag, but 
the ω Cen measurements are of lower quality, with errors of 
up to several percent for the fainter stars. 

Figure 6 shows the difference between the transformed 
UBVRI magnitudes and the standard magnitudes as a func- 
tion of stellar color. Different symbol types are for the dif- 
ferent stars; filled symbols show —88 0C data, while open 
symbols are used for the —76 0C data. Generally, the trans- 
formations appear to give reasonable magnitudes. Some er- 
rors might be expected from the application of the crude 
correction for CTE, especially for the data taken at —76 0C. 
The agreement between the transformed and standard mag- 
nitudes for the spectrophotometric stars is within 2% in all 
filters except for F336W and F814W for -88 0C data. The 
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Fig. 6—Comparison of WFPC2 observations transformed to UBVR1 with 
standard UBVR1 magnitudes for several spectrophotometric standards and 
for stars in ω Cen. Different point types represent the different fields; filled 
points are —88 0C data and open points are -76 0C data. 

F814W results may be off because the true transformation 
between F814W and I for very blue stars is not well repre- 
sented by the quadratic fit used here (see Fig. 3, and later, 
Fig. 9). The discrepant results for Feige 110 in F336W are 
not well understood. The ω Cen results show larger scatter, 
but this is probably consistent with errors in the ground mea- 
surements. 

Since perfect matches cannot be expected because of the 
differences in spectral type between these stars and the cali- 
bration standards, it is difficult to use these comparisons to 
assess true errors in the WFFC2-io-UBVRI transformations; 
however, these results suggest that such errors are ^2%. 

4.2 Additional Observations of Flight Calibration Fields 

Observations have also been made in ω Cen through sev- 
eral additional filters, but only twice to date at -88 0C. 
These data are not currently useful for deriving accurate 
flight-to-transformations because we did not obtain 
ground-based WFPC2 photometry in these filters (except for 
F702W). Transformations could be directly derived using the 
BVRI photometry in ω Cen from Walker (1994); however, 
these transformations will suffer from uncertainties arising 
from the limited color range of the stars. We have chosen to 
use synthetic results to calibrate these filters, since we found 
good agreement between the synthetic and observed transfor- 
mations for the primary filters (Sec. 5). 

The ω Cen observations in these filters might also be used 
to check the synthetic calibration by comparing with stellar 
isochrone data. 

5. THE WFPC2 SYNTHETIC SYSTEM 

5.1 WFPC2 System Response Curves 

The WFPC2 synthetic system consists of a set of response 
curves which give the transmission/reflectance/response of 
all of the components which determine the response of the 
instrument. Estimates were made of these curves before 
launch for the following components: optical telescope as- 
sembly (OTA), instrument reflections, filter transmissions, 
and CCD+MgF window response. These formed our first 
estimate of the WFPC2 synthetic system. 

Given response curves, count rates can be predicted for 
stars for which we have spectrophotometry. The spectra give 
photon rates as function of wavelength, which are multiplied 
by the response curves and are integrated over wavelength. 
Absolute count rates are estimated using the gain of the 
CCDs and knowledge of the telescope area and obscurations 
from the telescope primary mirror pads, the telescope sec- 
ondary and spiders, and the WFPC2 optics. We originally 
attempted to make our best predictions for count rates at the 
centers of each of the CCDs; the vignetting by the instrument 
optics depend on field location. However, the observed count 
rates are modified when flat fields are applied to give uni- 
form results across the field. Since we have found that we 
need to make some adjustments to the prelaunch predictions 
for responses, in practice we have just made these adjust- 
ments to match the observed count rates after flat fielding. 
Thus our synthetic system is tied to the flat-field normaliza- 
tion, but independent of the exact value of the gain or the 
field location. We have defined the synthetic response curves 
to give correct values using the current flat fields with an 
assumed gain of 14 e~fDN and for total counts within a 0.5 
radius aperture. This is consistent with our definition of the 
observed zero points presented in previous sections. 

The OTA response curves were taken from Perkin-Elmer 
measurements of the HST primary and secondary before 
launch. The final OTA curve was the product of the reflec- 
tances of both mirrors plus an additional —10% wavelength- 
independent loss to account for dust on the mirrors. The 
WFPC2 response curve was originally derived from taking a 
mirror reflectance curve from one of the WFPC2 witness 
mirrors and raising it to the fifth power (because there are 
five reflections inside the instrument). However, this curve 
did a poor job of predicting count rates, especially in the UV, 
where it overestimated the instrument throughput. Instead of 
using this, we have taken the OTA curve, removed the dust 
component, and raised it to the 5/2 power to make a WFPC2 
throughput curve. This is justified because both the OTA and 
the WFPC2 mirrors are MgF-coated aluminum, and because 
it appears to match the observed rates better. The filter trans- 
missions were measured from the flight filters at JPL before 
launch. The CCD+MgF response curves were measured for 
each of the flight chips before launch; the response for all 
four chips has a similar shape, and we use the average of the 
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Fig. 7—Ratio of observed-to-predicted count rates using our original esti- 
mates of response curves. Solid line shows the derived correction curve for 
the response. 

Fig. 8—Ratio of observed to predicted count rates after application of the 
correction curve for the response. No filter scalings have been applied to 
these data. 

four flight chips. Any absolute differences in QE between the 
chips is removed by flat fielding, so an average curve is 
appropriate. 

Modifications to response curves were made by compar- 
ing the prelaunch predictions to the observed count rates for 
the four spectrophotometric standards. A grid of wavelength 
points was chosen and a linear least-squares routine was used 
to determine the response change needed at each of these 
points to match the observations. Linear interpolation was 
used to get the response change between the chosen wave- 
length points. After some experimentation to get a fairly 
smooth correction curve, we settled on using nine wave- 
length points at which we solved for response corrections. 

Several complications arose with this procedure. First, al- 
though the stars are spectrophotometric standards, there are 
still uncertainties in the spectrophotometry, which is com- 
bined from several sources including observations by Oke 
(1990) and by IUE (Bohlin et al. 1990). Oke (1990) and 
Colina and Bohlin (1994) discuss errors in normalization of 
the spectra. The latter paper demonstrates, by comparison 
with photometry by Landolt (unpublished), that the spectro- 
photometry of Oke (1990) can be systematically off by sev- 
eral percent for the standard stars. We have used the sug- 
gested offsets from Colina and Bohlin for each of our flux 
standards to scale the spectrophotometry. This resulted in a 
better agreement between stars than when the raw numbers 
were used. 

Another problem is that the transition from optical data to 
IUE data is not always smooth. Absolute flux calibration at 
3200 Â is difficult both for IUE and ground spectra. Any 
systematic errors in the spectrophotometry with wavelength 
will translate directly into errors in the derived response 
curves. 

The observed count rates relative to synthetic rates using 
our first estimate (before corrections) of response curves are 
shown in Fig. 7. The observed count rates have been cor- 
rected for CTE effects and for contamination using the pre- 
scriptions given in Sec. 2. It is apparent that there are sys- 
tematic errors as a function of wavelength. In addition, it 
appears that the filter transmissions curves may have indi- 

vidual normalization errors at the several (5-10+)% level. 
This is inferred because there is significant scatter around a 
smooth variation with wavelength, and we believe that the 
throughput curves should vary smoothly. The technique used 
for measuring the filter curves probably allows for some er- 
rors in normalization (Trauger, private communication), so 
this is not totally surprising. We have found that the narrow- 
band filters appear to deviate from a smooth response change 
more than the broad-band filters, suggesting larger normal- 
ization errors for the narrow-band filters. Consequently we 
derived a correction curve based only on broad-band filter 
data. This curve is shown as the solid line in Fig. 7. The 
resulting ratios after this correction curve is applied are 
shown in Fig. 8. Now, most broad-band filter observations 
are matched to within five percent; narrow-band observations 
have more scatter. 

Unfortunately, when we only use the broad-band filters, 
there is some difference in the derived response curve de- 
pending on the choice of the wavelength grid on which re- 
sponse changes are derived. We have attempted to make the 
derived response curve smooth; however, in some wave- 
length regions, there could certainly be several percent error 
in the derived curve. In particular, the correction curve is 
least well constrained where there are only a few filters. This 
is true in the UV and in the near IR. The reddest correction 
point is determined entirely from the F1042M filter, so con- 
sequently any errors in the filter curve for this filter will 
result in errors in the system throughput at the reddest points. 

In the UV, there is significant scatter in the observed 
points which comes in part from errors in flat fielding dis- 
cussed in Sec. 2.3. Also, no monotonie curve was able to 
accurately match all of the observations in the UV. We chose 
to allow the derived curve with a dip around 2000 Â because 
it is plausible that the lower response in the UV is caused by 
some contaminant in the system, and many contaminants 
have an absorption peak around 2000 Â. It is very possible 
that there are differences in contamination in the different 
chips, and if so, there would be both absolute sensitivity 
differences as well as different shaped response functions for 
the different channels. Consequently, our derived UV re- 
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Table 8 
Filter Scalings and Efficiencies^ 

Filter Scale Factor f qtd\/X λ cU cU/da 

F122M 
F160W 
F170W 
F185WC 

F218W 
F255W 
F300W 
F336W 
F343NC 

F375NC 

F380W 
F390N 
F410M 
F437N 
F439W 
F450W 
F467M 
F469N 
F487N 
F502N 
F547M 
F555W 
F569W 
F588N 
F606W 
F622W 
F631N 
F656N 
F658N 
F673N 
F675W 
F702W 
F785LP 
F791W 
F814W 
F850LP 
F953N 
F1042MC 

1.38 
0.88 
1.16 
1.00 
0.96 
0.91 
1.08 
1.14 
1.00 
1.00 
1.01 
1.03 
0.96 
1.05 
0.94 
1.01 
0.94 
0.92 
0.93 
1.10 
1.05 
1.00 
1.02 
0.99 
1.00 
0.99 
0.96 
0.90 
0.96 
1.06 
0.99 
1.00 
0.98 
1.00 
1.00 
1.01 
1.06 
1.00 

0.00011 
0.00021 
0.00057 
0.00034 
0.00057 
0.00078 
0.00519 
0.00399 
0.00005 
0.00006 
0.00691 
0.00029 
0.00163 
0.00019 
0.00500 
0.01499 
0.00216 
0.00023 
0.00029 
0.00037 
0.01223 
0.02724 
0.02136 
0.00133 
0.04182 
0.02641 
0.00078 
0.00045 
0.00062 
0.00103 
0.02163 
0.03172 
0.00777 
0.01561 
0.01772 
0.00396 
0.00012 
0.00012 

1420. 
1491. 
1747. 
1953. 
2189. 
2587. 
2942. 
3341. 
3433. 
3737. 
3966. 
3889. 
4090. 
4369. 
4300. 
4519. 
4669. 
4694. 
4865. 
5013. 
5476. 
5397. 
5614. 
5893. 
5934. 
6162. 
6306. 
6563. 
6591. 
6732. 
6697. 
6862. 
8621. 
7828. 
7924. 
9070. 
9545 

395. 
446. 
548. 
340. 
396. 
394. 
733. 
382. 
24. 
24. 
672. 
45. 
147. 
25. 
473. 
957. 
167. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
483. 
1226. 
965. 
49. 
1498. 
917. 
31. 
21. 
28. 
47. 
866. 
1378. 
1327. 
1216. 
1500. 
988. 
52 

0.00115 
0.00064 
0.00168 
0.00176 
0.00273 
0.00450 
0.01847 
0.02792 
0.00674 
0.00771 
0.03368 
0.01875 
0.03599 
0.02660 
0.03412 
0.07903 
0.04810 
0.03256 
0.04212 
0.05206 
0.10465 
0.10205 
0.10474 
0.11996 
0.13296 
0.12927 
0.11617 
0.10322 
0.10486 
0.11007 
0.12570 
0.13154 
0.04425 
0.09029 
0.09845 
0.03484 
0.01650 
0.00349 

0.11802 
0.12697 
0.13316 
0.07403 
0.07675 
0.06473 
0.10580 
0.04857 
0.00291 
0.00277 
0.07198 
0.00495 
0.01525 
0.00245 
0.04674 
0.08988 
0.01518 
0.00226 
0.00226 
0.00228 
0.03747 
0.09645 
0.07303 
0.00353 
0.10719 
0.06316 
0.00208 
0.00139 
0.00184 
0.00298 
0.05494 
0.08525 
0.06535 
0.06594 
0.08039 
0.04624 
0.00234 
0.01680 

19.78 
24.04 
30.98 
10.70 
12.90 
10.84 
32.93 
7.88 
0.03 
0.03 
20.55 
0.10 
0.95 
0.03 
9.39 
36.51 
1.08 
0.02 
0.02 
0.03 
7.69 
50.21 
29.94 
0.07 
68.18 
24.59 
0.03 
0.01 
0.02 
0.06 
20.22 
49.87 
36.82 
34.04 
51.21 
19.39 
0.05 
2.88 

aThe definition of quantities in this table can be found in the WFPC2 In- 
strument Handbook. 

feThe response for F122M is very poorly determined from the current data. 
In addition, F122M may have significant red leak. Quantities for this filter 
are very uncertain. 

cThe filter scalings for these filters are not known accurately because no 
observations were made or because the system response is poorly con- 
strained at these wavelengths. 

sponse curve has significant uncertainties. For the furthest 
UV filter, F122M, very little throughput data were available 
and the filter has a large red leak, so results are even more 
uncertain. 

We have taken the deviations of the observations from the 
modified predictions to scale each filter individually, preserv- 
ing the shape of the filter bandpass, but scaling the through- 
puts so that the predicted count rates match the observed 
ones. Table 8 presents the scaling factors applied to each of 
the filters. The table also presents the dimensionless efficien- 
cies {$qtd\l\), the mean wavelengths (λ), and various other 
quantities about the bandpasses. Definitions of these quanti- 
ties are presented in the WFPC2 Instrument Handbook. 

It is possible that the derived response curves could still 
be off by a few percent, probably more in the UV and the 
near IR. As long as the modified filter curves are used with 
the modified response curves, correct count rates will be de- 
rived for objects which have spectra similar to the spectro- 
photometric standards (hot stars). For different spectra, the 
predicted count rates will be in error if the derived response 

curves and filter normalizations are off, but, at least in the 
visible part of the spectrum, we expect that such errors will 
be small (probably less than 1% for any reasonable spec- 
trum), as significant errors in the slope of the response across 
any filter are unlikely. The response in the UV is more un- 
certain. 

No data were taken of the spectrophotometric standards 
for the filters F185W, F343N, F375N, or the quad or ramp 
filters. Consequently, the only throughput information we 
have for these filters comes from prelaunch estimates, and 
synthetic photometry through these filters is more uncertain. 

The response curves were derived mostly from observa- 
tions of spectrophotometric standards taken with the current 
CCD temperature of -88 0C. As discussed above, the QE in 
the near IR was higher by —5% when the CCDs were at 
—76 0C, so the response curves would need to be increased 
in the near IR if one wanted results at -76 0C. 

All of the modified response curves are available from 
STScI. There are separate files for the OTA response, the 
corrected instrument response, the filter responses, and the 
CCD response. We have constructed a single system {HST 
+WFPC2+CCD) response file which has the correct total 
obscuration, and this file can be used in conjunction with 
individual filter curves to predict count rates. To predict 
count rates using the system response curve, use a collecting 
area of ttR2, with i? = 120 cm, and a gain of 14<?~/DN for 
bay 3 observations. To get count rates for bay 4 observations, 
multiply by the gain ratio discussed in Sec. 2.4. The response 
curves are appropriate to match integrated brightnesses using 
a 0"5 radius aperture. 

5.2 WFPC2 Synthetic Zero Points 

To calculate synthetic magnitudes, we had to choose a 
zero-point definition. We have chosen the synthetic system 
zero points such that the WFPC2 synthetic magnitudes for 
Vega match the observed UBVRI magnitudes in the UBVR1 
filter nearest in wavelength to the WFPC2 filter. For ob- 
served Vega magnitudes we have adopted the values 0.02, 
0.02, 0.03, 0.039, and 0.035 for U, Β, V, R, and I (see 
references in Worthey 1994). For UV filters we have just set 
the magnitude of Vega to 0; see Sec. 5.4 for more discussion 
on UV calibration. A model spectrum for Vega (Kurucz 
1992), normalized to the observed Vega flux (Hayes 1985), 
was used to derive the Vega synthetic magnitudes; the model 
spectrum for Vega matches the observed spectrum very 
closely (see, e.g., Worthey 1994) and samples the hydrogen 
lines more accurately than available observed spectra. As 
noted previously, this definition for the synthetic zero points 
does not quite match the definition of the observed zero 
points from Sees. 3 and 4 because the observed zero points 
match WFPC2 and UBVRI magnitudes for observed standard 
stars of color zero, which have higher surface gravity than 
Vega. 

The synthetic zero points for all filters are determined by 
calculating the count rate for Vega through the different pass- 
bands. These zero points are presented in Table 9. The syn- 
thetic zero points can be used in Eq. (7) to get magnitudes in 
the WFPC2 synthetic system. Also shown in Table 9 are the 
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Table 9 
Synthetic Zero Points" 

Filter usyn % oh s FA(m = 0, Λ) ZS' 

F336W 
F439W 
F555W 
F675W 
F814W 
F122M 
F160W 
F170W 
F185W 
F218W 
F255W 
F300W 
F380W 
F410M 
F450W 
F467M 
F547M 
F569W 
F606W 
F622W 
F702W 
F785LP 
F791W 
F850LP 
F1042M 
F343N 
F375N 
F390N 
F437N 
F469N 
F487N 
F502N 
F588N 
F631N 
F656N 
F658N 
F673N 
F953N 

18.539 
20.045 
21.723 
21.237 
20.844 
12.843 
13.901 
15.466 
15.082 
15.717 
16.211 
18.575 
20.119 
18.805' 
21.173 
19.160 
20.839 
21.419 
22.084 
21.543 
21.628 
19.877 
20.707 
19.140 
15.367 

18.505 
20.070 
21.725 
21.234 
20.839 

3.269E-09 
7.056E-09 
3.838E-09 
2.016E-09 
1.189E-09 
4.953E-09 
5.572E-09 
5.506E-09 
5.276E-09 
4.478E-09 
3.631E-09 
3.565E-09 
5.938E-09 
6.127E-09 
6.395E-09 
5.868E-09 
3.670E-09 
3.414E-09 
2.893E-09 
2.571E-09 
1.872E-09 
9.857E-10 
1.236E-09 
9.059E-10 
6.230E-10 

18.656 
19.362 
21.693 
21.894 
22.055 
13.306 
13.645 
15.124 
14.738 
15.530 
16.231 
18.621 
19.541 
18.020 
20.672 
18.645 
20.831 
21.501 
22.368 
21.932 
22.368 
21.351 
21.883 
20.737 
17.324 
14.085 
14.283 
16.013 
15.877 
16.228 
16.558 
16.852 
18.578 
18.142 
17.631 
18.005 
18.598 
17.026 

^As discussed in the 
measurements after 

text, the quoted zero points refer to 0'.'5 radius aperture 
correction for CTE effects. 

observed zero points for the five filters in which we made 
ground observations. The agreement is excellent for F555W, 
F675W, and F814W. For F336W and F439W, there is a dif- 
ference between the observed and synthetic zero points, but 
this was expected because of surface-gravity effects; in fact, 
the differences are close to those expected from synthetic 
photometry of stars with different surface gravities. The 
physical zero points of the system in ergs cm2 s-1 Â, 
Fx(m = 0,X), are also presented. These give the monochro- 
matic flux at the effective wavelength of the filter (λ in Table 
8) for an object with a spectrum the shape of Vega and m =0. 
No zero points or fluxes relative to Vega are presented for the 
narrow-band filters; see Sec. 9.5. 

We also give the zero points for the the STScI magnitude 
system (STMAG), which relates physical flux to magnitudes 
for a constant Fx spectrum: STMAG^ -2.5 Xlog/^-21.1. 
Consequently, in the STMAG system, an object with a flat 

spectrum and m=0 has a monochromatic flux of 
Fx=3.63XlCr9 ergs cm2 s-1 A. The zero points in Table 9 
can be used to put observed WFPC2 count rates onto the 
STMAG system using STMAG^—2.5XDN s_1 

+ZsTMAG+2.5XlogGRi.. Using STMAG units gives the 
conversion from counts to monochromatic flux for a flat 

spectrum object. Note that STMAG system magnitudes will 
differ significantly from the WFPC2 system magnitudes 
which are defined relative to Vega. 

The zero points given in Table 9 are probably accurate to 
within 2%, judging from the degree to which synthetic pre- 
dictions match observed count rates, the agreement with ob- 
served zero points, and uncertainties in photometry from 
CTE and flat fielding. 

As with the observed zero points, the synthetic zero points 
are derived for point sources as measured with a O'.'S radius 
aperture. For surface photometry, these zero points must be 
adjusted as discussed in Sec. 2.5. 

5.3 WFPC2 Synthetic Transformations 

The synthetic curves were derived from observations of 
hot spectrophotometric standards. As a check on the curves, 
we can compute synthetic transformations between the 
WFPC2 system and the UBVRI system using the BPGS stel- 
lar atlas, and compare them with the observed transforma- 
tions derived from the flight calibration fields and the obser- 
vations of the standards from the ground. This check is not 
conclusive because we must assume that we have an accurate 
synthetic representation of the UBVRI system, and also that 
the BPGS library is accurate. 

For the synthetic UBVRI photometry, we first used the 
UBVRI response curves from Landolt (1992a), which are 
those of his CTIO system, and also applied transformations 
(Landolt 1992a) to bring the magnitudes onto the standard 
Landolt system (Landolt 1973, 1983). However, we got poor 
agreement with the observed WFPC2 transformations using 
these results. We compared synthetic UBVRI photometry for 
spectrophotometric standards with Landolt UBVRI measure- 
ments, and found significant color terms, strongly suggesting 
that the UBVRI response curves are in error. We then used 
the Landolt response curves from KPNO along with KPNO 
transformations (Landolt, private communication) and got 
significantly better results for both the WFPC2 comparison 
using the BPGS atlas and for the UBVRI comparison on 
spectrophotometric standards, except for U. In the U band, 
there is a systematic error in the synthetic U magnitudes 
compared with the observed U magnitudes as a function of 
color for spectrophotometric standards which have Landolt 
observations. We also tried using the UBVRI curves of 
Bessell (1990), who provides an excellent discussion on 
variations of UBVRI systems and best estimates of response 
curves to match these systems. Bessell, however, derives 
curves to match the Johnson-Cousins UBVRI system, which 
he finds to differ very slightly from the Landolt UBVRI sys- 
tem, even though they are supposed to be the same. Since all 
of our standards stars were standards measured by Landolt, 
we have chosen to use the Landolt (KPNO) curves for syn- 
thetic UBVRI photometry, and in fact, these provide the best 
matches to our observed transformations. None of the 
choices of filter curves for the U band gave good results for 
the spectrophotometric stars, so we believe that the synthetic 
U results are probably incorrect. 

The synthetic transformation data for the primary photo- 
metric filters are presented in Fig. 9. The crosses are the 
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Fig. 9—Synthetic WFPC2-to-UBVRI transformations from the BPGS stellar atlas for primary photometric filters. Crosses show the synthetic measurements for 
the BPGS atlas. The blue-filled points are synthetic results for the spectrophotometric standards which have higher surface gravity. The black line shows the 
synthetic transformation derived from the BPGS stars, and the red line shows the observed WFFC2-to-UBVRI transformation. 

synthetic results for the BPGS spectra which are for both 
main-sequence stars and giants. The filled blue points show 
synthetic results for the spectrophotometric standards, which 
have higher surface gravity. The black lines are fits to the 
synthetic transformations, and the red lines are the flight-to- 
UBVRI transformations derived from Sees. 3 and 4 and pre- 

sented in Table 7. Some differences are expected between 
these transformations and the BPGS sequence because the 
observed transformations apply to stars of high surface grav- 
ity at high temperature and low surface gravity at low tem- 
perature, while the BPGS spectra do not sample high surface 
gravities (because the BPGS are bright, so hot main- 
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Fig. 10—(a) Synthetic WFPC2-to-(/ßW?/ transformations for other filters. Crosses show the synthetic measurements from the BPGS atlas. The line shows the 
transformations derived from the synthetic results, which are presented in Table 10. 

sequence stars are included, while white dwarfs are not). The 
largest deviations arising from surface gravity are in the 
F336W and F439W transformations, as discussed in Sec. 6. 

Figure 9 shows that the synthetic system seems to match 
observations fairly well, within a couple of percent for all 
stars within the range of colors in which our observations 
were made. The situation is significantly worse for F336W, 
but we believe that this is likely caused by the problems with 
the ¿/-band synthetic magnitudes. The shape of the observed 
transformation in F814W seems to be significantly different 
from that defined by the BPGS sequence, although the dif- 

ference between the two never gets larger than about two 
percent. This suggests that the shape of either the / or the 
F814W passbands is incorrect. Since we cannot tell which is 
in error and since the deviations of the synthetic results from 
the observed ones are not especially large, we have chosen 
not to make any modifications to improve the match. How- 
ever, we think it is more likely that the I curve is in error; if 
we use the Bessell curve for the I passband, we get better 
agreement with the observed transformation. The difference 
between the observed and synthetic transformation in 
F439W is well explained by the different sampling of surface 
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Fig. 10— (b) Residuals of synthetic photometry from the transformations shown in(a) and presented in Table 10. 

gravities for stars around color zero. Note that the apparent 
discrepancy between the observed and synthetic transforma- 
tion for F555W amounts to only a few percent for the reddest 
stars observed from the ground, and that, in fact, the ob- 
served transformation is not all that well constrained for 
these stars (see Fig. 4). 

This analysis suggests that we have a reasonably good 
understanding of the WFPC2 synthetic system. The response 
curves give transformations which are likely to be accurate 
to a couple of percent or better in all visible filters except 
F336W. The synthetic curves can thus be used to extend to 

the transformations to objects with spectra different from the 
observed standards. In addition, we use the synthetic results 
to derive transformations for all filters in which we have not 
made ground-based calibration observations. 

The derived synthetic transformations from the entire 
BPGS library for all of the visible medium and broad-band 
WFPC2 filters are shown in Figs. 9 (primary photometric 
filters) and Fig. 10(A) (other photometric filters) and are pre- 
sented in Table 10. We have added the synthetic zero points 
to the derived transformations from the BPGS library so all 
transformations are of the form: 
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Table 10 
Synthetic Transformations from WFPC2 System to UBVRIa 

Filter SMAG SCOL T\ % Ζ Cmin Cm 

F336W6 U 
U 

F439W 

F555W 
F675W 
F814W 

F300W6 

F380W 

F410M 
F450W 
F467M 

F547M 

F622W 
F702W 

F785LP 
F791W 

F850LP 
F1042MC 

(U-B) 
(U-B) 
(B-V) 
(B-V) 
(V-I) 
(V-R) 
(V-I) 
(V-I) 
(U-B) 
(U-B) 
(B-V) 
(B-V) 
(B-V) 
(B-V) 
(B-V) 
(B-V) 
(V-I) 
(V-I) 
(V-I) 
(V-I) 
(V-I) 
(V-I) 
(V-R) 
(V-R) 
(V-R) 
(V-I) 
(V-I) 
(V-I) 
(V-I) 
(V-I) 

-0.382±0.065 
-0.389±0.331 
0.05G±0.047 

-0.132±0.011 
-0.051i0.001 
0.182±0.005 

-0.006±0.010 
-0.124i0.003 
-I.532i0.379 
-0.427i0.807 
-0.581i0.086 
-0.943i0.107 
-0.183i0.037 
0.230Í0.006 
0.480Í0.067 
0.432Í0.144 
0.027Í0.008 
0.049Í0.005 
0.089Í0.006 

-0.125i0.026 
0.254Í0.015 

-0.247i0.067 
-0.252i0.015 
0.343Í0.022 
0.486Í0.020 
0.091Í0.004 

-0.029i0.006 
-0.084i0.002 
0.160Í0.007 
0.35QÍ0.015 

-0.055i0.040 
0.306Í0.266 

-0.173i0.062 
-0.010i0.011 
0.009Í0.000 

-0.097i0.002 
-0.012i0.004 
0.028Í0.001 

-0.519i0.234 
0.138Í0.649 
0.777Í0.062 
0.103Í0.088 

-0.287i0.033 
-0.003i0.006 
-0.299i0.048 
-0.002i0.118 
-0.032i0.003 
-0.013i0.001 
-0.003i0.001 
0.022Í0.005 
0.012Í0.003 
0.065Í0.014 

-0.llli0.007 
-0.177i0.015 
-0.079i0.009 
0.020Í0.001 

-0.004i0.002 
O.OlliO.OOl 
0.023Í0.002 
0.022Í0.004 

18.524Í0. 
18.696Í0, 
20.044i0. 
20.078Í0, 
21.729Í0, 
21.249i0. 
20.838Í0, 
20.920Í0, 
18.156Í0. 
18.181Í0. 
20.144Í0. 
20.496Í0. 
18.815Í0. 
21.175Í0. 
19.167Í0. 
19.118Í0, 
20.834Í0. 
20.786Í0. 
21.417Í0. 
21.749Í0, 
22.093Í0. 
22.883Í0. 
21.557Í0. 
21.633Í0, 
21.511Í0. 
19.880Í0. 
20.707Í0. 
20.748Í0. 
19.122Í0. 
15.314Í0. 

,024 
,094 
,005 
.000 
,001 
,002 
,001 
,000 
,142 
,229 
,012 
,000 
011 
002 
,010 
,000 
001 
,000 
,002 
,000 
,005 
,000 
006 
,002 
000 
003 
001 
000 
005 
012 

aThese coefficients should be used with the transformation given by Eq. (9). 
As discussed in the text, the quoted zero points refer to 0'.'5 radius aperture 
measurements after correction for CTE effects. 

^The synthetic transformations for F300W and F336W are likely to be sig- 
nificantly in error because of inaccuracies in the assumed U filter curve. For 
F336W, we recommend the use of the observed transformation in Table 7 
or that observers work in the WFPC2 system. For F300W, we recommend 
that observers work in the WFPC2 system. 

cThe shape of the system response curve longward of 1 micron has signifi- 
cant uncertainties, so it is possible that the derived transformation could 
have significant errors. 

SMAG= - 2.5 X log(DN s"1 ) + Γ 1 ,FS,syn X SCOL+7 

X SCOL2 + Syn + 2.5 log GRj 

2,F5,syn 

(9) 

where SMAG and SCOL are the standard magnitude and 
color, Tl FS syn and are the synthetic flight-to- 
UBVRI transformation coefficients, ZFS^yn is the zero point, 
and GR¿ is the gain ratio. 

Because of the large color range spanned by the stellar 
atlas, a single second-order transformation did not fit the 

entire range for all of the filters. The last columns in Table 10 
give the range over which the fits were made, and multiple 
fits in different ranges are tabulated for several filters. Even 
these multiple second-order fits did not adequately represent 
the transformations well for some of the filters. Figure 10(B) 
shows the residuals of the synthetic magnitudes from the 
transformations presented in Table 10, so observers can as- 
sess the accuracy of the fits for any particular color. 

For F336W and F300W, no attempt was made to make a 
fit for —0.2<(U—V)<0.2 because the transformations are 
double-valued in this regime. In any case, the synthetic trans- 
formations from these filters to the U filter are likely to have 
significant errors arising from errors in our assumed U filter 
curve. Observers with F336W data are advised to use the 
observed transformation in Table 7; for F300W, we advise 
observers not to transform, but to work entirely within the 
WFPC2 system. 

The errors in the coefficients in Table 10 were derived by 
assuming equal weights for all of the synthetic points, then 
scaling the derived errors by the observed scatter. As such, 
these errors are probably dominated by errors arising from 
different transformations for stars with different spectral de- 
tails. The errors in the zero point do not include estimates of 
errors in the derived response curve; such errors probably 
add an additional l%-2% systematic error. 

Transformations in Table 10 are presented for only one 
choice of standard color to save space. However, it is 
straightforward to make fits for arbitrary choice of standard 
color, and fits for other choices are available upon request. 

5.4 Calibration of UV Filters 

Since there are no well-established photometric systems 
in the UV, we have chosen a slightly different approach to 
presenting the UV photometric calibration. In Table 11, we 
present estimated effective wavelengths of the UV filters for 
a variety of unreddened model spectra of different tempera- 
tures. The models are from Kurucz (1993) for temperatures 
less than 20,000 Κ (solar metallicity, log ^=5) and from 
Bergeron (private communication) for DA white-dwarf mod- 
els with 7^20,000 (log g =7). We also present monochro- 
matic fluxes, Fxo, at these wavelengths, which correspond to 

Table 11 
UV Calibration Data 

F160W 
FX0 

F170W 
Ae FXq 

F185W 
Ae Fxo 

F218W 
Ae Fxo 

F255W 
Ae F\q 

F300W 
Ae Fx0 

5000 
6000 
7000 
8000 
9000 
10000 
20000 
30000 
40000 
50000 
60000 
70000 
80000 
90000 
100000 

1491 
1491 
1491 
1491 
1491 
1491 
1491 
1491 
1491 
1491 
1491 
1491 
1491 
1491 
1491 

1.517E-17 
5.274E-17 
1.148E-16 
3.804E-16 
6.783E-15 
1.534E-14 
1.371E-14 
1.322E-14 
1.310E-14 
1.304E-14 
1.299E-14 
1.302E-14 
1.294E-14 
1.290E-14 
1.287E-14 

1747. 
1747 
1747 
1747 
1747 
1747 
1747 
1747 
1747 
1747 
1747 
1747 
1747 
1747 
1747 

4.985E-19 
3.407E-17 
1.319E-15 
3.302E-15 
4.180E-15 
3.707E-15 
3.507E-15 
3.470E-15 
3.478E-15 
3.466E-15 
3.453E 15 
3.450E-15 
3.442E-15 
3.437E-15 
3.435E-15 

1954 
1954 
1954 
1954 
1954 
1954 
1954 
1954 
1954 
1954 
1954 
1954 
1954 
1954 
1954 

4.416E-17 
8.291E-16 
4.243E-15 
4.984E-15 
5.072E-15 
4.973E-15 
4.702E-15 
4.676E-15 
4.684E-15 
4.676E-15 
4.672E-15 
4.683E-15 
4.676E-15 
4.669E-15 
4.667E-15 

2189 
2189 
2189 
2189 
2189 
2189 
2189 
2189 
2189 
2189 
2189 
2189 
2189 
2189 
2189 

5.226E-16 
2.950E-15 
2.895E-15 
2.531E-15 
2.391E-15 
2.340E-15 
2.236E-15 
2.236E-15 
2.233E-15 
2.227E-15 
2.228E-15 
2.222E-15 
2.225E-15 
2.225E-15 
2.226E-15 

2588 
2588 
2588 
2588 
2588 
2588 
2588 
2588 
2588 

9. 
1, 
1, 
1, 
1. 
1. 
1, 

2588 1. 
2588 1. 
2588 1, 
2588 1, 
2588 1, 
2588 

,722E-16 
,175E-16 
,818E-16 
,141E-15 
,203E-15 
,215E-15 
.173E-15 
.171E-15 
.170E-15 
.165E-15 
.165E-15 
.168E-15 
,167E-15 
.165E-15 
.164E-15 

2951 
2951 
2951 
2951 
2951 
2951 
2951 
2951 
2951 
2951 
2951 
2951 
2951 
2951 
2951 

270E-17 
311E-16 
367E-16 
378E-16 
371E-16 
360E16 
327E-16 
319E-16 
317E-16 
313E-16 
312E-16 
311E-16 
.308E 16 
,314E-16 
,310E-16 
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a count rate of 1 DN (gain= 14) s_1 for the tabulated spectra. 
These can be used to convert observed count rates to mono- 
chromatic fluxes at the effective wavelengths using: 

Fx(Xe)=(DNs-1)/GRiXF,0, (10) 

where DNs-1 is the observed count rate, GR, is the gain 
ratio, and Fk0 and Xe are taken from Table 11. Users are 
cautioned that these models are not guaranteed to be a good 
match to real objects, especially for the cooler stars, and also 
that the tabulated effective wavelengths and flux conversions 
will be incorrect for reddened sources. For careful UV cali- 
bration, users are advised to obtain the system and filter re- 
sponse curves and derive their own calibration using spectral 
models and extinction curves. 

For surface photometry, the procedure to convert to fluxes 
is the same, except the system throughputs need to be in- 
creased by —10% to correct the response to "infinite" aper- 
ture (see Sec. 2.5). This corresponds to lowering the fluxes in 
Table 11 by -10%. 

The UV calibration is significantly more uncertain than 
the visible calibration for several reasons. There are varia- 
tions in response from chip to chip, and possibly within a 
chip, which may not be removed by flat fielding, as dis- 
cussed in Sec. 2.3. There is variable contamination at UV 
wavelengths. Finally, the derived system response curve in 
the UV is significantly more uncertain than in the visible. 
These combined effects could give several tens of percent 
error in the UV calibration. 

5.5 Calibration of Narrow-band Filters 

The narrow-band filters are most often used for observa- 
tions of emission-line objects. Observed count rates can be 
converted into physical fluxes using the throughput of the 
HSTÍWFPC2 system at the wavelength at which the object 
emits for narrow lines, or by calculating the product of the 
line profile and the throughput curve for broader lines. The 
peak throughputs for the narrow-band filters which generally, 
though not always, correspond closely to the throughput at 
the rest wavelength of the prominent emission line which the 
filter was designed to cover, are presented in Table 8 under 
the heading qmax. These have been derived from the syn- 
thetic WFPC2 system. To convert observed count rates to 
physical fluxes, one simply uses 

F={ONs~lXWGRi)XE/{AxQT),(11) 

where F is the total flux in the line, E = hc/\ is the energy of 
a photon at the wavelength of the line, A = ttR2 where R is 
the radius of the HST primary (120 cm), and β Γ is the sys- 
tem throughput at the wavelength of the line. 

For precise narrow-band calibration, it is important to get 
the throughput at the wavelength of the emission line. Con- 
sequently, it may be necessary to closely inspect the response 
curve for the particular filter to get the transmission at the 
correct wavelength rather than just using the ^max value from 
Table 8, especially if the object is red or blue shifted. Also, 
for the narrow-band filter calibration, errors in the derived 
response curve will translate directly into errors in the fluxes, 
since the filter scaling which was done to match continuum 
sources may be in error. Consequently, narrow-band calibra- 

tion is probably accurate only to with —5%, and possibly 
worse for filters at the extreme wavelengths or filters for 
which we did not have data to estimate revised filter scalings, 
e.g., for F343N, F375N, F390N, and F953N. 

For surface photometry, the procedure to convert to fluxes 
is the same, except the system throughputs need to be in- 
creased by —10% to correct the response to "infinite" aper- 
ture (see Sec. 2.5). 

6. TRANSFORMATION SENSITIVITIES TO 
SPECTRAL DETAILS 

We can use the synthetic system to investigate depen- 
dences of transformations on metallicity, gravity, or redden- 
ing. Similarly we can investigate whether objects with com- 
posite spectra, e.g., galaxies, transform differently from stars. 
Since we do not have spectrophotometric data for many dif- 
ferent types of objects, we use the model atmospheres of 
Kurucz (1993) to investigate these dependences. Model at- 
mospheres are known to have some problems in matching 
observations (e.g., Worthey 1994), but we are interested here 
only in differential effects and it is unlikely that these will be 
affected by small errors in the spectra. Similarly, minor er- 
rors in the response curves for either the WFPC2 or the UB- 
VRI synthetic systems are unlikely to cause significant 
trouble. 

Figure 11 presents synthetic transformations between the 
WFPC2 and UBVRI synthetic systems as a function of syn- 
thetic UBVRI color. The three different point types and col- 
ors represent three different metallicities: [Fe/H]=0 (black 
triangles), [Fe/H]=-1.0 (pink squares), and [Fe/H] =-2.0 
(green circles). For each point type, multiple surface gravi- 
ties are plotted; the surface gravities from Kurucz range from 
log g=5.0 down to about the minimum gravity for which a 
model in hydrostatic equilibrium exists. To sample higher 
gravities, appropriate for white dwarfs, points from the 
model spectra of Bergeron (private communication) are in- 
cluded (purple crosses). Filled points (blue squares) represent 
data for synthetic "galaxy" spectra, which are created by 
combining multiple stellar models (Worthey 1994); these 
spectra are single burst integrated models, with ages of 8, 12, 
and 17 Gyr. The "galaxy" spectra are shown for three red- 
shifts of z=0, 0.5, and 1.0. The red triangles show the solar 
metallicity Kurucz points, but with a reddening of Ε(B — V) 
=0.5 applied. 

These figures show that the dependences of the transfor- 
mations on various quantities are typically a few percent, 
except for Í7-F336W, where the sensitivity to surface gravity 
and reddening can be quite large. Gravity provides the larg- 
est spread for stars around color zero, while metallicity 
causes more spread for redder stars. The differences in mag- 
nitudes between white dwarfs and main-sequence stars for 
stars of color zero are very consistent with the observed dif- 
ference in the synthetic zero points (tied to Vega) and the 
observed zero points (tied to white dwarfs), as presented in 
Table 9. The presence of reddening errors can render trans- 
formations less accurate especially for the transformations 
which depart significantly from linear relations. The transfor- 
mations for galaxies, especially at high redshifts, can depart 
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Fig. 11—Synthetic WFPC2-to-i/5V7?/ transformations from model atmospheres for the primary photometric filters. Black triangles are for solar metallicity, 
purple squares are [Fe/H]=-1, and green circles are [Fe/H]= —2 (all from Kurucz); different points at the same color represent different surface gravities. The 
blue crosses are for white-dwarf models (Bergeron). The blue-filled squares are integrated single-burst models (Worthey) and represent "galaxy" spectra for 
ages of 8, 12, and 17 Gyr at redshifts of ζ=0,0.5,1. 

strongly from the relations derived from stellar spectra. 
We conclude that transformations from the WFPC2 sys- 

tem to UBVRI can be applied to most stellar observations 
without introducing errors of more than a few percent de- 

pending on the details of the spectra of the stars being ob- 
served. However, one cannot apply transformations and be 
guaranteed to preserve 2% accuracy. In F336W, transforma- 
tions are highly dependent on surface gravity and reddening 
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and must be used with extreme caution, if at all. Transform- 
ing WFPC2 observations of galaxies to UBVRI should be 
done with caution, and probably not for high redshift objects. 
In general, we recommend working within the WFPC2 sys- 
tem when possible, and always carefully considering pos- 
sible systematic errors in transformations when transforming 
WFPC2 magnitudes to UBVRI. 

7. REDDENING IN THE WFPC2 SYSTEM 

The WFPC2 filters have significantly different bandpasses 
than UBVRI filters, and this is important when making red- 
dening corrections. Even if good transformations exist be- 
tween the systems, a reddening correction in transformed 
UBVRI will be incorrect because the WFPC2 filters have 
different effective wavelengths. It is important to make red- 
dening corrections in the WFPC2 system before transforming 
to UBVRI. 

Figure 12 presents a plot of extinction for several WFPC2 
filters and for UBVRI as a function of E{B — V) up to E{B 
— V) = 1.0. Tables 12(a) and 12(b) have the same data for the 
WFPC2 filters and also includes significantly higher redden- 
ings. These data were computed synthetically using the ex- 
tinction law presented in Cardelli et al. (1989), who param- 
etrize interstellar extinction by the quantity 
Ry=A(V)/E(B-V); we adopted a value of ^ν=3.1. Be- 
cause the WFPC2 bandpasses are wide, there can be differ- 
ences in extinction depending on the stellar color; in Fig. 12, 
solid lines were computed with an 06 input spectrum and the 
dotted line was computed with a K5 spectrum (both from the 
BPGS atlas). 

Figure 12 shows that the extinction in F439W and F555W 
is systematically higher than in Β and V because these 
WFPC2 filters have shorter effective wavelengths than Β and 
V. The strong dependence of F336W extinction on stellar 
color arises because F336W extends far into the UV, where 
extinction changes rapidly with wavelength. Also, as men- 
tioned previously, F336W has a fairly significant red leak, 
and when the extinction gets larger, the red leak becomes 
more important; this is obvious in Table 12 at extremely high 

Table 12 
(a) Extinction in Primary WFPC2 Filters, 06 Spectrum. 

E(B-V) AFmqW AF43gW AFç,55W AF675W Af&1¡íW 

-Lid 

0.000 
0.050 
0.100 
0.150 
0.200 
0.250 
0.300 
0.350 
0.400 
0.450 
0.500 
0.550 
0.600 
0.650 
0.700 
0.750 
1.000 
1.250 
1.500 
1.750 
2.000 
2.250 
2.500 
2.750 
3.000 
3.250 
3.500 
3.750 
4.000 
4.250 
4.500 
4.750 

0.000 
0.257 
0.513 
0.767 
1.023 
1.280 
1.536 
1.792 
2.048 
2.304 
2.560 
2.814 
3.069 
3.328 
3.578 
3.833 
5.102 
6.366 
7.618 
8.850 

10.050 
11.198 
12.265 
13.229 
14.072 
14.813 
15.475 
16.089 
16.670 
17.230 
17.782 
18.328 

0.000 
0.211 
0.424 
0.638 
0.845 
1.055 
1.266 
1.477 
1.686 
1.897 
2.108 
2.319 
2.528 
2.738 
2.948 
3.158 
4.204 
5.245 
6.287 
7.323 
8.360 
9.391 

10.416 
11.445 
12.468 
13.481 
14.492 
15.499 
16.490 
17.468 
18.422 
19.345 

0.000 
0.162 
0.326 
0.489 
0.653 
0.813 
0.977 
1.136 
1.301 
1.460 
1.619 
1.780 
1.942 
2.101 
2.260 
2.419 
3.210 
3.996 
4.769 
5.538 
6.301 
7.059 
7.807 
8.552 
9.288 

10.023 
10.753 
11.472 
12.193 
12.908 
13.614 
14.321 

0.000 
0.124 
0.249 
0.374 
0.496 
0.623 
0.744 
0.867 
0.990 
1.114 
1.244 
1.360 
1.487 
1.610 
1.733 
1.857 
2.471 
3.082 
3.699 
4.305 
4.913 
5.519 
6.122 
6.724 
7.325 
7.924 
8.520 
9.114 
9.707 

10.298 
10.886 
11.477 

0.000 
0.096 
0.196 
0.293 
0.386 
0.487 
0.582 
0.678 
0.772 
0.865 
0.961 
1.056 
1.151 
1.246 
1.340 
1.434 
1.904 
2.368 
2.832 
3.282 
3.740 
4.186 
4.630 
5.070 
5.503 
5.937 
6.365 
6.789 
7.208 
7.623 
8.034 
8.446 

Table 12 
(b) Extinction in Primary WFPC2 filters, K5 Spectrum 

E(B-V) AFm6W AFi39W AF555W AF675W Af%IAlW 

a .6 
E(B-V)=A(V)/Rv (Rv = 3.1) 

Fig. 12—Extinction in WFPC2 filters and UBVRI as a function of E(B-V) 
from synthetic results using interstellar extinction curve from Cardelli et al. 
(1989) 

0.000 
0.050 
0.100 
0.150 
0.200 
0.250 
0.300 
0.350 
0.400 
0.450 
0.500 
0.550 
0.600 
0.650 
0.700 
0.750 
1.000 
1.250 
1.500 
1.750 
2.000 
2.250 
2.500 
2.750 
3.000 
3.250 
3.500 
3.750 
4.000 
4.250 
4.500 
4.750 

0.000 
0.221 
0.440 
0.651 
0.865 
1.065 
1.267 
1.463 
1.656 
1.843 
2.025 
2.204 
2.379 
2.548 
2.711 
2.872 
3.620 
4.289 
4.906 
5.493 
6.063 
6.621 
7.175 
7.721 
8.265 
8.809 
9.348 
9.883 

10.415 
10.943 
11.466 
11.982 

0.000 
0.205 
0.407 
0.610 
0.820 
1.023 
1.224 
1.429 
1.632 
1.837 
2.040 
2.244 
2.448 
2.650 
2.854 
3.057 
4.071 
5.081 
6.089 
7.092 
8.088 
9.081 

10.061 
11.031 
11.975 
12.893 
13.774 
14.590 
15.341 
16.023 
16.625 
17.168 

0.000 
0.154 
0.309 
0.462 
0.614 
0.767 
0.919 
1.070 
1.224 
1.375 
1.523 
1.680 
1.827 
1.977 
2.129 
2.278 
3.026 
3.765 
4.507 
5.233 
5.958 
6.680 
7.395 
8.105 
8.813 
9.518 

10.215 
10.912 
11.599 
12.289 
12.972 
13.651 

0.000 
0.122 
0.245 
0.367 
0.489 
0.611 
0.733 
0.855 
0.977 
1.098 
1.221 
1,340 
1.462 
1.584 
1.705 
1.829 
2.431 
3.036 
3.635 
4.237 
4.831 
5.431 
6.027 
6.618 
7.214 
7.799 
8.387 
8.974 
9.555 

10.142 
10.724 
11.303 

0.000 
0.094 
0.183 
0.275 
0.368 
0.461 
0.553 
0.645 
0.737 
0.829 
0.920 
1.012 
1.102 
1.194 
1.284 
1.376 
1.825 
2.276 
2.715 
3.154 
3.588 
4.019 
4.443 
4.869 
5.285 
5.702 
6.113 
6.523 
6.926 
7.326 
7.729 
8.127 
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Fig. 13—Color-magnitude diagrams for ω Cen. Observations have been 
converted to absolute magnitudes and unreddened colors using data in text. 
Solid lines show isochrones for ages of 12, 15, and 18 Gyr. 

Fig, 15—Color-magnitude diagrams for R136. Observations have been 
converted to absolute magnitudes and unreddened colors using data in text. 
Solid lines show isochrones for an age of 4 Myr. 

reddenings, where the extinction in F439W exceeds that in 
F336W! 

Extinction curves for arbitrary spectra and values of Rv 

can be computed using the WFPC2 synthetic system re- 
sponse curves and an assumed interstellar extinction curve. 

m m m 
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Fig. 14—Color-magnitude diagrams for NGC 6752. Observations have 
been converted to absolute magnitudes and unreddened colors using data in 
text. Solid lines show isochrones for ages of 12, 15, and 18 Gyr. 

8. ISOCHRONES IN THE WFPC2 SYSTEM 

Using the synthetic WFPC2 system, we can take physical 
quantities from stellar models and transform them into the 
observational plane. We have constructed a set of WFPC2 
system isochrones using the stellar models of Vandenberg 
and collaborators (Vandenberg 1985; Vandenberg and Bell 
1985; Vandenberg and Laskarides 1987) and the Revised 
Yale Isochrones (Green et al. 1987), as compiled by Worthey 
(1994). These provide stellar interior models which we have 
coupled to the model stellar atmospheres of Kurucz (1993). 
To get absolute magnitudes we have set the bolometric cor- 
rection of the Sun to be —0.12 and adopted a solar 
My=4.72, following Worthey (1994). These data, in con- 
junction with the response curves, can be used to give syn- 
thetic WFPC2 magnitudes for a population with given me- 
tallicity and age. 

To check the accuracy of the calibration, we have taken 
isochrones and matched them to observed sequences in ω 
Cen, NGC 6752, and R136. Unfortunately, this checks the 
calibration only to the extent to which the stellar models and 
atmospheres are correct. In fact, determining accurate stellar 
models is very difficult, and this section just provides a esti- 
mate to how well observations can be matched with this set 
of models. 

Data for ω Cen and NGC 6752 were measured using ap- 
erture photometric from the calibration dataset, while the 
R136 data was measured using PSF-fitting photometry on 
some early WFPC2 observations (Hunter et al. 1995). For all 
clusters, data was put on the WFPC2 synthetic system using 
the synthetic zero points from Table 9. 

We have taken distances and reddenings from the litera- 
ture for these clusters. For ω Cen, we use (m —M)0=13.5, 
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E(ß-V)=0.11, [Fe/H]= —1.57; for NGC 6752, 
(m —M)0=12.9, E{B-V)=Qm, [Fe/H]=-1.61 (W. Harris, 
private communication). For R136, we started by using 
(m-M)o= 18.55, £(ß-^)=0.38, [Fe/H]=-0.3, (Hunteret 
al. 1995), but we adjusted the reddening to £(0-7)=0.43 
to get the best match with the data; this is on the high end of 
previous estimates of reddening towards R136. We converted 
the reddenings to extinctions in the WFPC2 passbands as 
discussed in Sec. 6, with RV=3A for ω Cen and NGC 6752, 
and RV=3A for R136. 

Figures 13, 14, and 15 present these data along with iso- 
chrones. For ω Cen and NGC 6752, isochrones for ages 12, 
15, and 18 Gyr are shown; for R136, isochrones from 
Schaerer et al. (1993) for the high-mass stars and from 
Swenson (private communication) for the low-mass stars are 
shown for an age of 4 Myr and 1/2 solar metallicity. The 
isochrone fits vary in quality. For ω Cen and NGC 6752, the 
fits are good in F555W and F814W except around the tumoff 
and in the subgiant branch. There are larger mismatches in 
F336W and F439W. In R136, the matches are fairly good for 
all colors. 

Both ω Cen and NGC 6752 have similar mismatches in 
the isochrones. No zero-point shift in any of the colors would 
allow a good match between the isochrones and the data. 
Consequently, we believe that either the stellar isochrone or 
atmosphere data are likely to be in error for these clusters, 
with significant mismatches found in F336W and F439W. 
This is perhaps not surprising, as it is difficult to model cool 
stellar atmospheres in the blue. The mismatch around the 
tumoff is F555W and F814W cannot be easily explained by 
errors in zero point, distance, or reddening; it would be of 
interest to compare independent stellar isochrone or atmo- 
sphere data with the observations. We note that the iso- 
chrones here assume scaled solar abundances for all heavy 
elements and do not include the effects of diffusion. Still, 
other observers have derived better matches using compa- 
rable ages for other globular clusters with these same isoch- 
rones; we are slightly distressed that we don't seem to be 
able to get a better match, but this currently does not appear 
to be a calibration problem. 

To confirm this, we computed BVRI colors from the 
Kurucz atmospheres with the same stellar interior models 
and compared these isochrones with the observed BVRI mag- 
nitudes in ω Cen from Walker (1994); this procedure is to- 
tally independent of any WFPC2 calibration. This compari- 
son showed very similar mismatches between the observed 
and model data, strongly suggesting that calibration is not 
the cause of the less than perfect isochrone matches dis- 
cussed above in the WFPC2 system. 

In R136, hot stars are sampled which probably have less 
uncertainties in the stellar atmospheres. It is very encourag- 
ing for photometric calibration to see a good match between 
the isochrones and data! 

9. A PHOTOMETRIC CALIBRATION COOKBOOK 

Here we briefly summarize the steps required to calibrate 
photometry for a WFPC2 image. 

9.1 Point-Source Photometry in the Visible 

(1) Reduce the image using the prescription in H95 or use 
the STScI pipeline reduced image. 

(2) Consider a CTE correction. If there is negligible back- 
ground in the frame (less than a few dozen electrons), CTE 
problems are probably present. At higher background levels, 
the problems are probably significantly reduced, though 
some stars may still be affected. Remember that the CTE 
effect depends on the CCD temperature, and use the correc- 
tion appropriate to the CCD temperature (which changed 
from —76 to —88 0C on 1994 April 23). You may wish to 
contact the STScI Instrument Scientists to find out if more 
information on CTE effects is available. 

(3) Perform photometry of objects in the field, using ap- 
erture photometry, PSF-fitting photometry, etc. This should 
give a set of measurements in units of DN s_1 for all of your 
objects. If you didn't correct the image for CTE effects, con- 
sider correcting the photometry. 

(4) Correct the photometry for geometric distortion effects 
to normalize observed count rates to what they would be in 
the center of WF3 (see Sec. 2.3.1). 

(5) Determine the offset between your photometry and 
aperture photometry with a 0"5 radius aperture. Probably this 
will be done by measuring a few bright, relatively un- 
crowded objects in the field. Apply this offset to all of the 
photometric measurements. 

(6a) If you are observing continuum sources and want to 
work in the synthetic WFPC2 system, e.g., if you want to 
compare your observations with model predictions from iso- 
chrones, etc., convert the observed count rates to instrumen- 
tal magnitudes (m = —2.5Xlog(DN/s_1)) and add the photo- 
metric zero point listed in Table 9. If your observations are 
made with gain=7, add the constant 2.5Xlog GR^. 

(6b) If you are observing continuum sources and want to 
transform to UBVRI, convert to instrumental magnitudes. If 
you are using one of the primary photometric filters and your 
objects are not very red, use the observed transformations 
given by Eq. (8) with the coefficients in Table 7. If you are 
using another filter or have objects outside the color range of 
the observed standard stars, use the synthetic transformations 
[Eq. (9) and Table 10]. You may wish to make a correction 
for interstellar extinction before applying the transforma- 
tions. You will need to have made observations in more than 
one color, or else will need to have an estimate of the color 
of your object in the UBVRI system to be able to apply the 
correct color terms. Remember the gain-ratio term if your 
observations are made with gain=7. 

(6c) If you are observing emission-line point sources, de- 
termine the system throughput (QT) through your filter at the 
wavelength of the emission line. The observed flux is then 
given by Eq. (11). 

For any of (6a), (6b), or (6c), remember that you should 
add —0.05 to the photometric zero points in the near IR if 
your data was taken before 1994 April 23 (at a CCD tem- 
perature of —76 0C), to account for the higher near-IR QE 
when the CCDs were warmer. 
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9.2 Surface Photometry in the Visible 

(1) Reduce the image using the prescription in H95 or use 
the STScI pipeline reduced image. 

(2) Consider a CTE correction (see point 2 in Sec. 9.1). 
(3) Measure surface brightnesses in units of DN/s/area. 
(4a) To convert to WFPC2 magnitudes/square arcsec, con- 

vert the count rates to instrumental magnitudes per square 
arcsec (see H95 to get the pixel scales). Use Eq. (7) with the 
observed zero points from Table 7 or the synthetic zero 
points from Table 9. Add a constant of approximately 0.1 
mag to correct the zero points to infinite aperture (see Sec. 
2.5 and H95). 

(4b) To convert to UBVRI magnitudes/square arcsec, con- 
vert the count rates to instrumental magnitudes per square 
arcsec. Use the transformation relations given by Eq. (8) 
with the coefficients presented in Table 7 (observed transfor- 
mations for primary filters) or those given by Eq. (9) with the 
coefficients in Table 10 (synthetic transformations). Add a 
constant of approximately 0.1 mag to each zero point to cor- 
rect to infinite aperture (see Sec. 2.5 and H95). 

(4c) To convert to fluxes per square arcsec for emission- 
line sources, convert the count rates to counts per square 
arcsec. Determine the system throughput (QT) through your 
filter at the wavelength of the emission line. Multiply the 
system throughput by —1.1 to correct to infinite aperture. 
The observed flux is then given by Eq. (11). 

9.3 Photometry in the UV 

(1) Reduce the image using the prescription in H95 or use 
the STScI pipeline reduced image. 

(2) Consider a CTE correction (see point 2 in Sec. 9.1). 
(3) Measure integrated or surface brightnesses. 
(4) Correct for geometric distortion if measuring inte- 

grated brightnesses. 
(5) Choose a model spectrum from Table 11. Use Eq. (10) 

to convert the observed count rate to a monochromatic flux 
at the effective wavelength for this choice of input spectrum. 
You may wish to consider alternate spectra to those in Table 
11, e.g., spectra with reddening. If this is the case, obtain the 
system and filter response curves and convolve them with 
your desired spectra to derive fluxes and effective wave- 
lengths. 

10. CONCLUSIONS 

We have discussed the photometric performance and cali- 
bration of WFPC2. Photometric performance is affected by 
CTE effects, contamination, and the accuracy of flat fields. 

CTE effects currently probably give the largest uncertain- 
ties for photometry in the visible. For moderately bright stars 
with little background at the current CCD temperature of 
—88 0C, the effect has a maximum amplitude of —4% for 
0"5 radius aperture photometry and can probably be charac- 
terized to within a percent or two. For scenes with back- 
ground, the effect is likely to be smaller, based on laboratory 
experiments. CTE losses for very faint stars in scenes with 

little background or for the wings of brighter stars have not 
been well characterized, though some observations suggest 
that these losses may not be significantly larger than for 
brighter stars. The detailed effect of CTE losses as a function 
of brightness and background level is being determined from 
additional calibration observations. 

The accumulation of contaminants on the cold CCD win- 
dows affects throughput in the UV. Monthly decontamina- 
tions when the CCDs are warmed for several hours restore 
the throughput completely. The rate of throughput degrada- 
tion varies from chip to chip, but it seems repeatable over 
decontamination cycles, so a correction can be applied with 
is probably accurate to a few percent. We have determined 
and presented such corrections. Significant variations in con- 
tamination across each chip may also exist. 

Flat fields are good to a few percent in the visible region 
of the spectrum. There appear to be significant differences in 
response in the UV between the four different channels 
which are not corrected by the flat fields. These may repre- 
sent different levels of permanent contamination in the dif- 
ferent channels. 

Photometric calibration data have been obtained for the 
primary photometric filters which provide transformations 
from WFPC2 observations to UBVRI magnitudes and to 
physical fluxes. Both a WFPC2 ground photometric system 
and a WFPC2 flight photometric system have been defined. 
The ground observations allow the determination of accurate 
transformations to UBVRI and consequently, of well-defined 
zero points. The transformations between the flight and the 
ground WFPC2 systems have been determined from obser- 
vations of a few calibration fields. These allow an accurate 
definition of the WFPC2 flight photometric system, and 
transformations between this system and UBVRI. 

A WFPC2 synthetic system has been constructed which 
reproduces observed count rates of spectrophotometric stan- 
dards to within l%-2%. Using the synthetic system, zero 
points and flux conversions have been derived for all of the 
WFPC2 filters. Synthetic results give transformations be- 
tween all of the photometric filters and UBVRI. These trans- 
formations match the observed transformations fairly accu- 
rately after differences in the definition of the two systems 
are taken into account for all filters except F336W; for this 
filter, we believe the synthetic transformation disagrees be- 
cause of errors in the U-band synthetic photometry, not er- 
rors in the F336W synthetic results. The synthetic system 
consists of a system response curve and filter transmission 
curves which are available from STScI. 

Transformations to UBVRI are dependent on details of the 
stellar spectra, and should be used with caution. The depen- 
dences have been investigated using the synthetic system on 
model atmospheres. Generally, transformed data will be ac- 
curate to within a few percent, but differences can be signifi- 
cantly larger for the U and Β bands or for peculiar spectra. 
The effective wavelengths of the WFPC2 filters can differ 
significantly from their UBVRI counterparts, so accurate red- 
dening corrections must be made in the WFPC2 system, not 
in transformed magnitudes. Extinction curves for the primary 
WFPC2 filters for a standard interstellar reddening law have 
been presented, and extinction for other filters or reddening 
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laws can be derived using the synthetic WFPC2 system. 
The WFPC2 synthetic system can be used to construct 

isochrones. Comparison of isochrones with some observed 
data shows no obvious calibration errors in the synthetic sys- 
tem. 

The process of understanding and calibrating WFPC2 is 
ongoing. In particular, several calibration proposals have 
been devised to attempt to get a better understanding of some 
of the problems discussed in this paper, e.g., CTE losses and 
the accuracy of the flat ñelds. Observers are encouraged to 
keep posted for future reports from the STScI which may 
have new information, and to contact the Instrument Scien- 
tists with questions. Requests for additional calibration ob- 
servations are welcomed by the STScI, although with a lim- 
ited amount of time available for calibration, all such 
observations must generally be prioritized along with other 
calibration needs. 

Note added in proof: Several observers have reported that 
observations of the same field with different exposure times 
(e.g., 60 and 1200 s) appear to have zero points differing by 
up to 0.05 mag, in the sense that the longer exposures have 
higher count rates. It is not clear whether the effect occurs in 
all observations, and no good physical explanation for this 
effect has been proposed. If the effect is real, then the pho- 
tometric calibration presented in this paper may give system- 
atic errors if applied to long exposures, since all of the ob- 
servations described here were made with short exposure 
times. This phenomenon is still under investigation, and ob- 
servers are encouraged to consult with the StScI WFPC2 
Instrument Group to get the latest information and advice. 
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